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EX PARTE CONTACTS ff THE AGENCY
CONTEXT: PITFALLS AN UNCERTAfTIES
CREATED BY OPfflONS 587 AN 604

i. ffTRODUCTIONi
In May 2009, the Professional Ethcs Commttee

of the State Bar of Texas issued Opinon 587 - an
advisory opinon on ex pare contacts under Rule

3.05(c)(2) of the Texas Disciplin Rules of
Professional Conduct.2 Opinon 587 created serious
new uncertinties for lawyers dealing with agencies

about when and how their agency contacts might be
prohibited ex pare contacts: it extended the reach of
existing prohibitions to proceedigs beyond contested
cases under the Texas Admstrative Procedure Act
(APA) and effectively reversed the Texas Supreme
Cour's 1981 Vandygrff decision interpreting the APA
ex pare limts, which had sered as "bright-line"
gudance for lawyers. Afer admstrative lawyers
asked for reconsideration, in Janua 2011 the
Commttee issued Opinon 604 as a "clarfication and
amplification" of Opinon 587.3 In November 2010 the
Texas Supreme Cour proposed amendments to a
number of Disciplinar Rules, includig a revised

comment to Rule 3.05 which might have alleviated
some uncertainties, but in Febru 2011, all the

proposed amendments were rejected by members of
the State Bar.

As a result of these two advisory opinons - which
are not subject to appellate review - Texas lawyers
representing clients before agencies should be aware of
the scope of Opinons 587 and 604, their expanive
interpretation of the scope of Rule 3.05, and
consequent implications for communcation with
agency staff and agency decision maers.

II. TEXAS ADMfflSTRTIV PROCEDUR
ACT

A. 1975: AP A Limts on Ex Parte Contacts

In 1975 Texas adopted what is now the Texas

Admstrative Procedure Act (AP A). The AP A
included a provision litting ex pare contacts in the

agency contested case context:

(a) Unless requied for the disposition of an ex
pare matter authorized by law, a member or
employee of a state agency assigned to render a
decision or to make fmdigs of fact and

i Extensive wrtig on the issues arsing from

Opinons 587 and 604, gratefuy acknowledged by the
author, has been done by Graves Doughert lawyers Peter
Cesaro, Robin Melvi and Pete Schenk.

2 Opinon 587 is attched as Attchment 1.
3 Opinon 604 is attched as Attchment 2.
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conclusions of law in a contested case may not
directly or indiectly communcate in connection
with an issue of fact or law with a state agency,

person, par, or a representative of those entities,
exc~~ on notice and opportty for each pary to

paricipate.
TEX. GOV'TCODE § 2001.061(a).4

. A. "contested case" is defmed as "a proceeding,mc~udmg a ratemag or licensing proceeding, in
which the legal rights, duties, or privileges of a par
are to be detered by a state agency after an

opportty for adjudicative hearg." ¡d. §
2001.003(1). As interreted in Ramirez v. Texas State

Bd. of Aredical Examiners, 927 S.W.2d 770 (Tex. App.
- Austm 1996), an "adjudicative hearg" which is
requied in AP A contested case proceedigs means a
he~g at which a decision-mag agency hears
evidence and, based on the evidence and, acting in a
judicial or quai-judicial capacity, determes the
rights, duties or privileges of the paries before it."Par "mean a person or state agency named or
admtted as a pary." ¡d. § 2001.003(4). "State

agency" means "a state officer, board, commssion, or
deparent with statewide jursdiction that maes rues
?r determes contested cases." "State agency"
mcludes SOAR but excludes, among other thigs the
legislatue and the cours. ¡d. § 2001.003(7). '

B. 1981: VandygriJ.

In 1981 the Texas Supreme Cour interpreted
what is now Section 2001.061 in Vandygrif v. First
Savings & Loan Association of Borger, 617 S.W.2d
669 (Tex. 1981).5 The Cour held this provision was
not violated when no contested case was actully
pending at the time. Organers from Borger, Texas
met with the Savigs and Loan Commssioner after
their charer application for a savigs and loan in
Borger was denied. The unsuccessful applicants
wanted "to fid out what (they) had done wrong." ¡d.

at 671. Afer this meeting, and after another intitution
filed an application for another savigs and loan in
Borger, the organzers fied a second application for a

4 Section 2001.061 is attched in entirety as
Attchm~nt 3. Its predecessor, interpreted in Vandygrif
was Section 17 of the Admstrative Procedure and Texas
Register Act (APTRA), Aricle 6252-13a, which provided,
"Unless required for the disposition of ex pare matters

authoried by law, members or employees of an agency

assigned to render a decision or to make fidigs of fact and
conclusions of law in a contested case may not

communcate, directly or indirectly, in connection with any
issue of fact or law with any agency, person, par or their

representatives, except on notice and opportty for all

paries to parcipate."
S VandygrifJïs attched as Attchment 4.
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savigs and loan chaer. The application from the
Borger organzers was granted. The other intitution's
application was denied, and the intitution sued. The
Cour held the meeting between the Commssioner and
organzers did not violate the AP A ex pare prohibition
because: "The facts establish that no application was
pending before the Savigs and Loan Commssion
when the meeting betwee the Commssioner and the
organers occured. There was no contested case at the
time." ¡d. at 672.

The Cour distinguished the earlier pre-AP A case
of Lewis v. Guaranty Federal Savings and Loan Ass 'n,
483 S.W.2d 837 (Tex. Civ. App. - Austin 1972, wrt
retd n.r.e.) which had affired the tral cour's order
voiding the Savigs and Loan Commssioner's award
of applicant's charer because of ex pare contact

between the applicant and Commssioner durg the
pendency of a contested case. The Cour said
Vandygrffis "distinguishable from Guaranty Federal"
because there "was no contested case pendig when
the meeting occured" and the "content of the meeting
was voluntaly disclosed at the outset of the hearg."
Vandygrff at 672. The Cour cited Guaranty Federal
as an example of due process being denied where ''the
ex pare investigation occured durg pendency of a
contested case and the appellants were clearly denied

notice and the opportty to cross-exame and
present rebuttal evidence." ¡d. See also Hammack v.
Public Utility Comm'n of Texas, 131 S.W.3d 713, 731

(Tex. App. - Austin 2004, pet. denied) (pre-filing
communcations between Public Utilty Commssion
and applicant were not impermssible ex pare
communcations, citing VandygrfJ.

m. 1990: RULE 3.05, TEXA DISCIPLffARY
RULES OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT
Rule 3.05, "Maintaing Impariality of Tribunal,"

provides:
A lawyer shall not:
(a) seek to inuence a trbunal concerng a
pendig matter by mean prohibited by law or
applicable rues of practice or procedure;

(b) except as otherise permtted by law and not
prohibited by applicable rues of practice or
procedure, communcate or cause another to
communcate ex pare with a trbunal for the
purose of inuencing tht entity or person
concerng a pendig matter other than:

(l) in the course of offcial proceedings in

the cause;
(2) in writing if he promptly delivers a copy

of the writing to opposing counelor the
adverse pary if he is not represented by
a lawyer;
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(3) orally upon adequate notice to opposing

counelor to the adverse pary if he is
not represented by a lawyer.

(c) For puroses ofthis rue:

(1) Matter has the meangs ascribed by it
in Rule 1.1 O( t) of these Rules;

(2) A matter is pendig before a paricular
tribunal either when that entity has been
selected to detere the matter or when
it is reasonably foreseeable that that

entity wil be so selected.
TEx. DISCIPLINARY R. PROP'L CONDUCT § 3.05
(emphasis added).6

"Matter" specifically excludes rue-mag, but
otherise is broadly defied in Rule 1.10(t) to include
"any adjudicatory proceeding, application, request for
a ruling or other determtion, contract, claim

controversy, investigation, charge accusation, arest or
other sitlar, paricular trasaction involvig a specific

par or paries" as well as "any other action or
tranaction" covered by an agency's confict of interest
rules.

The comments to Rule 3.05 suggest broad
application in a varet of ''tribuns.'' Comment 1
wars as follows: "Many form of improper inuence
upon tribunls are proscribed by cril law or by

applicable rules of practice or procedure. Others are
specified in the Texas Code of Judicial Conduct. A
lawyer is requied to be famliar with, and to avoid

contrbuting to a violation of, all such provisions." See
Attachment 5. Comment 4 acknowledged existing
exceptions:

There are cer tyes of adjudicatory
proceedigs, however, which have permtted

pendig issues to be discussed ex pare with a
tribunal. Certain classes of zonig questions, for
example, are frequently handled in that way. As
long as such contacts are not prohibited by law or
applicable rues of practice or procedure, and as

long as paragraph (a) of ths Rule is adhered to,
such ex pare contacts wil not sere as a basis for
discipline.

¡d.
Rule 3.05 was adopted as par of the State Bar's

review begig in 1984 of the ABA's Model Code of
Professiona Responsibilty. Afer review, the
proposed Texas Disciplin Rules of Professional
Conduct (Rules) were proposed to the State Bar's
Board of Directors in Febru 1987; the Texas

Supreme Cour held the referendum in 1989, and the
Rules (including Rule 3.05) became effective in

6 Relevant portons of the Rules, including Rule

3.05 and its Comments, Rule i.0(f) ("mattet') and the
Termology defition of "trbunal," are attched as
Attchment 5.
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Janua 1990, nie years after Vandygrif Notably, the
Hammack decision, which followed Vandygrjf was
decided in 2004, foureen years after members of the
State Bar approved Rule 3.05.

IV. PROFESSIONAL ETmCS COMMTTEE
The opinons at issue are advisory opinons issued

by the Professional Ethics Commttee, which consists
of nie members appointed by the Texas Supreme

Cour for staggered three year terms. TEx. GOV'T

CODE § 81.091(a)-(b). The Commttee "shall, either on
its own intiative or when requested to do so by a
member of the state bar, express its opinon on the
propriety of professional conduct" other th on a
question already pendig before a state cour. Id., §

81.092(a). Commttee opinons are not bindig on the
Texas Supreme Cour. Id., § 81.092(c). The
commttee may meet in three-member panels to
express its opinon on behalf of the whole commttee,
but an inquirer who is dissatisfied with the panel's
opinon may appeal it to the ful commttee for review.
Id., § 81.093. Otherwise, an opinon requies

concurence of a quoru of the commttee members.

The Commttee, "as far as possible," "must
disclose the rationale for its opinon" and indicate
whether it is based on ethical consideration or on
disciplin rules." Id., § 81.092(d).

The Commttee "shall adopt rules it considers
appropriate relating to the procedures to be used in
expressing opinons." These rues take effect when
approved by the Supreme Cour. Id., § 81.092(e). The
Commttee chai recently told me that to his
knowledge, this power (to adopt rues subject to
approval by the Supreme Cour) has not been
exercised. The Commttee has interl operating

procedures includig a hadout of procedures for

request of opinons.7
The Commttee shall "periodically publish its

issued opinons to the legal professional in sum or
complete form" and on request must provide copies of
its issued opinons to members of the state bar or
public. Id., § 81.094(1)-(2). The statute does not

provide for judicial review of opinons.

V. THE FLAP OVER OPINON 587

A. Substance of the Opinion

In May 2009, the Professional Ethics Commttee
for the State Bar of Texas released Opinon 587. A
request for an opinon had come in 2006 from Randall
Chapma, executive diector of Texas Legal Servces
Center. The statement of facts included in the opinon

7 The Commttee procedures handout is attched as

Attchment 6.
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was as follows: "A lawyer plans to file a matter with a
state admstrative agency that has decision-makig
authority over the matter. Before fiing the matter, the
lawyer proposes to communcate concerg the matter
with persons in the agency for the purose of

ultimtely obtaing a favorable decision from the

agency," without notice or copies to potential paries.

Opinon 587 concluded that such communcation
would violate Rule 3.05 "even though the same

communcation would not be a violation of the Texas
Admstrative Procedure Act as interpreted by the
Texas Supreme Cour in the Vandygrff decision."
Opinon 587 at 2. Opinon 587 concludes: "In the
absence of applicable law that permts ex pare
communcations in a paricular matter, Rule 3.05 of the
Texas Disciplinar Rules of Professional Conduct

imposes strct litts on ex pare communcations with
an agency's decision maer prior to the fiing of a

matter with an agency that is expected to act
concerg the matter in a dispute resolution, licensing,
or adjudicatory capacity, if a purose of the ex pare
communcation is to inuence the agency's decision in
the matter." Id. at 5. The Opinon states that Rule 3.05
does not prohibit ex pare communcations with agency
employees who are not decision maers, except where
"such communcations are intended to be indiect ex
pare communcations with the decision maer for
puroses of inuencing the outcome of the matter." Id.
(emphasis added).

B. Interpretation of Rule 3.05

In reachig its conclusions concerng application
of Rule 3.05 in the admstrative agency context, the

Opinon exames the meang of "matter," "pending,"
and ''tribunL.''

1. Meanig of "matter"
Opinon 587 looks to Rule 1.10(t) to detere

the meang of "matter." The Opinon states tht
under Rule 1.lO(t) ''the term 'matter' does not include
reguation-mag or the rule-mag proceedings or

assignents." But "mattet' does include any
"adjudicatory proceedg, application, request for a
ruing or other determation, contract, clai
controversy, investigation, charge accusation, arest, or

other sitlar, paricular transaction involvig a specific

pary or paries." Id. at 2.

2. Meanig of "pending"
Opinon 587 states that "a matter is 'pendig'

before an admstrative agency when the futue

adjudicatory proceedings in the agency are reasonably
foreseeable." Id. at 2. The Opinon states that the
matter is "pendig" before the agency if "the agency

3
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with which the communcation occurs is expected to
make a decision on the matter." Id.

3. Meanig of "tribunal"
The Rules defie "tribunal" as "any governental

body or any other person engaged in a process of
resolvig a paricular dispute or controversy." Rules,

Termology; see Attachment 5. In paricular, the
Rules recognze tht an admstrtive agency is a

tribunal "when engagig in adjudicatory or licensing
activities as defied by applicable law or rues of
practice or procedure," but does not include

"governental bodies when acting in a legislative or
rule-makig capacity." Id. at 2.

The Opinon acknowledges that agencies are
"legal hybrids that may have judicial, legislative,
executive and misterial fuctions," and states that
Rule 3.05 only applies to these agencies when they are
fuctionig as ''tribunls'' in their dispute-resolution,
licensing or adjudicatory capacity and "not when such
agencies are fuctionig in a legislative, executive or
misterial capacity." Id.

The Opinon also concludes that, in the agency
context, ''tribunl'' only includes the judge or agency
decision maer or decision-mag body. "In the case
of an admstrative agency, the decision maer could

be an admstrative law judge, a heag officer, the
executive in charge of the agency, or a board or other
governg body of the agency." Id. at 3.

The Opinon concludes that "trbunal" does not
include the members, employees or representatives of
the agency who are not the decision maer or a
member of the decision mag body with respect to
the matter, with one caveat: Rule 3.05 would apply
"only if such a communcation was intended by the
lawyer as an indiect communcation, through non-

decision-mag personnel, with the decision maer
for the purpose of infuencing the outcome of the

agency's decision in the matter." Id. at 3-4 and at 5

(emphasis added).
Furher, the Opinon concludes that although the

defintion of "trbunal" does not necessarly preclude

ex pare communcations with every agency employee
in a matter that is or may become a contested case, it
does prohibit agency employees who take an
"advocacy position" in a contested case from

communcating ex pare with agency employees who

are decision maers. Id. at 4.
Prior to issuace of Opinon 587, practitioners in

reliance on Vandygrff had understood that uness a
contested case had been filed (Le., had understood that
under the APA, "pending" meant "fied"), Rule 3.05
did not proscribe contact with the tribunl, such as

occured in Vandygrff Relyig on Vandygrif
admstrative agencies and reguated entities and their
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counel had assumed that attorneys could meet with
admstrative agency representatives when there was

no contested case pendig before them without
violating ex pare prohibitions. As in Vandygrjf this
had practical benefits for the commssioner and for the
concered citizens because the commssioner could
have specific questions addressed in a subsequent

proceeding and the concerned citizens could
"determne what they may have done wrong."

But Opinon 587's interretation of Rule 3.05
conficts with Vandygrffs interpretation of the APA.
Rule 3.05(a) defies an ex pare communcation as one
that is "prohibited by law or applicable rules of

practice or procedure." The Supreme Cour in
Vandygrff held that communcations between a

potential applicant in a possible contested case not yet
fied and the agency head are "not prohibited."
Vandygrjf 617 S.W.2d at 672. Opinon 587 notes that
Rule 3.05(b) applies "except as permtted by law and
not prohibited by applicable rues of practice and

procedure," but then states that for puroses of Rule
3.05(b), the Texas Supreme Cour's opinon in
Vandygrff did not "affitively permtr)"
communcations between a potential applicant in a
possible contested case not yet filed and the agency
head. The Opinon so states even though the Supreme
Cour held in Vandygrffthat such communcations are
not prohibited by the AP A and that it disagreed with
the Thd Cour that the communcations violated the
AP A prohibition. See Opinon 587 at 2.

Indeed, Opinon 587 appears to leave little scope
for Vandygrifwhen it states that "if there are no other
applicable laws or rues of practice or procedure that

prohibit or specifically permt ex pare
communcations with respect to the matter comig
before the agency," Rule 3.05 imposes strict litts "in

the factu sitution here considered." Opinon 587

states that for puroses of Rule 3.05(b), ''there is no
generally applicable law in Texas that permts the
lawyer in these circumtaces to communcate with the
agency's decision maer, before a matter is filed, for
the purose of inuencing the outcome except in the

litted ways set forth in Rule 3.05(b)," and that this
result applies "even though the same communcation
would not be a violation of the Texas Admstrative
Procedure Act as interpreted by The Texas Supreme
Cour" in Vandygrff Id. Argubly this leaves very
little of Vandygrjf although nothig in the text of Rule
3.05 or its interpretive comments suggests that the
Cour intended in the adoption process for Rule 3.05 to
overrle its holdig in Vandygrff concerg agency
practice pursuat to the AP A.

Opinon 587 is intent-focused in defing who the
"tribunl" may be with respect to contact. This is
consistent with Rule 3.05 (a lawyer shall not "seek to
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infuence"...). Rule 3.05 provides fuher that the

lawyer may not seek to inuence "by mean prohibited
by law or applicable rues of practice or procedure"

and may not communcate ex pare with a tribunal for
the purose of inuencing "except as otherwise

permtted by law and not prohibited by applicable rules
of practice or procedure." A question is the scope of
the prohibited intent: whether the Rule prohibits intent
to "seek to inuence" while knowingly using
prohibited means, or prohibits intent to "seek to
inuence" by using means which are "prohibited by
law or applicable rues of practice or procedure" even
where the lawyer may not recognze that the mean are
prohibited. Comment 1 to Rule 3.05 suggests a strict
liability approach: "Many form of improper inuence
upon tribunls are proscribed by cril law or by

applicable rues of practice or procedure. Other are
specified in the Texas Code of Judicial Conduct. A
lawyer is required to be famiar with, and to avoid
contributing to a violation of, all such provisions."
(Emphasis added.)

C. Request for Reconsideration of Opinion 587

A number of Texas lawyers who practice
admstrative law submitted a Request for
Reconsideration of Opinon 587 and accompanyig
Brief In Support of Request for Reconsideration of

Opinon 587 Before The Professiona Ethics
Commttee of the State Bar of Texas (Dec. 30, 2009).
The Brief argued that Opinon 587 is legally wrong
because it expands the defition of "pending matter"

beyond the languge of Rule 3.05, is contrar to Texas
Supreme Cour controlling precedent, inges upon a
person's constitutional right to free speech, and treats
lawyer and non-lawyer communcation differently.
Brief In Support of Request for Reconsideration of

Opinon 587 Before The Professional Ethics
Commttee of the State Bar of Texas at 1-2 (Dec. 30,
2009). The Brief also stated, "The Opinon eliates
a bright line rue of law that admstrative lawyers and
agency decision maers and staff have relied on for
years." Id. at 1. The Brief also stated that Opinon 587
neglects curent realities of admstrative law practice
and "creates an undesirable frework for practicing
admstrative law before Texas agencies becuse it
greatly expands the scope of Rule 3.05 without
accounting for the reaities of regulatory practice." Id.
at 1-2.

The Brief raised certai practical problems in light
of Opinon 587, such as the following.

Contacts before filing a contested case. The Brief
noted that admstrative lawyers often contact agency

decision maers on potential contested case matters to
determe whether or not to file the case and when -
e.g., in light of considerations such as viability of the
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potential case and its relation to other existing or
potential contested cases that may raise sitlar topics.

Just such a meeting occured in Vandygrif where the
purose of the meeting specifically included mag
sure that on reapplication the applicant knew what it
would have to do to address the agency's concers.
Vandygrff at 671. Opinon 587 opines that Rule 3.05
prohibits these contacts if it is "reasonably foreseeable"
that the case may be filed.

Contacts regardig ruemags. task forces. etc.
Practitioners often contact agency decision maers on
pending ruemags, and/or executive proceedings
(studies, contract, request for proposals, and
development). Those contacts are not subject to ex
pare prohibitions, though they may be regulated in
other ways. However, there may be some overlap in
the substance of a ruemg and the possible
"matters" that the lawyer's client, or another entity, or
the agency might file under the rules. Brief at 14.

One rule for lawyers. another for clients? Only
lawyers, acting directly or through clients acting at
their direction, are subject to Rule 3.05. So non-lawyer
clients acting without legal counsel may (subject to
other applicable law) meet with agency heads and have
conversations that would, for their attorneys, be

prohibited ex pare contacts under the conclusions of

Opinon 587. The Brief noted the frequency of non-
lawyer contacts with agency decision maers. Non-
lawyer clients acting without the presence or direction
of counel may be less likely to understand where the
lines between proper and improper communcation are,
have less incentive to respect the lines, or less
understandig of the potential risks involved.s

On May 20,2010, the Commttee responded that
the practitioners' request, treated as a request to

8 Risks posed by application of the interpretation of

Rule 3.05 contaed in Opinon 587 are not limted to
possible disciplinar actions againt lawyers, but include

risks to the client's interests, such as tht a contested case
decision may be overted based on due process arguents

and the case remanded for new proceedings. The Thid
Cour of Appeals in Hammack v. Public Utilty Commission
of Texas, 131 S.W.3d 713 (Tex. App. - Austin 2004, pet.
denied), addressed the due process issue in a case aleging

violation of the AP A ex pare prohibition, though it
concluded on the facts of tht case (and applyig Vandygrif
that those appealing the PUC's decision had not created a
due process fact issue. ld. at 730-32. See also Lewis v.

Guaranty Federal Savings and Loan Ass'n, 483 S.W.2d 837

(Tex. Civ. App. - Austi 1972, wrt refd n.r.e.) (affg
tral cour's order voidig Savigs and Loan
Commssioner's award of applicant's charer because of ex
pare contact between applicant and Commssioner durg
pendency of contested case).
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reconsider the conclusions reached in Opinon 587,
was denied, but that the request, treated as a request for
an opinon clarfyg certin issues relating to Opinon
587, was accepted for fuer action.

VI. COMMTEE OPINION 604
In Janua 2011, the Commttee released Opinon

604, an express "clarfication and amplification of the

conclusions set forth in Opinon 587." The Statement
of Facts for Opinon 604 provides that a state agency is
considerig a regulation that would intitute a
permtting process for a previously uneguated

activity; a lawyer has a client who is curently engaged
in the activity but might have problems getting a
permt under the proposed rue; and a pert
application could result in a contested case. Opinon
604 at 1. Opinon 604 addresses thee questions:

(1) maya lawyer communcate ex pare with the
members of a state agency board about their
consideration of a rule that would requie the
lawyer's client to get a permt?

(2) may the lawyer communcate ex pare with
those board members about the client's
planed permt application? and

(3) may the client communcate ex pare with an
agency decision maer when the lawyer is
prohibited from doing so?

Opinion 604 concludes that:
(1) the lawyer may communcate ex pare with

the board members about adoption of a rule;

(2) the lawyer may not communcate with the
board members about the planed permt

application; and
(3) Rule 3.05 places no restrictions on the

client's ex pare communcations, although
the lawyer may not "cause" the .client to do
indirectly what the lawyer canot do diectly.

Opinon 604 attempts to clarfy the Opinon
587 discussion of the meang of "matter," "pendig,"
"tribunl," and "otherwise permtted by law" in the

admstrative context.

A. The Commttee Now Says A Contact Involves
A "Matter" Unless There Is "No Realistic
Possibilty" of A Contested Case
Opinon 604 clarfies that Rule 3.05 does not

apply to rule-mag activity. It "does not prohibit a
lawyer from havig ex pare communcations on behaf
of the client with the board or individual members,

regarding the proposed reguation," although under the
facts given, the rue would determe whether the
client would need to get a permt and what the client
would need to prove to get the permt. Opinon 604 at
3.
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The new Opinon says that the filig of an
application for a pert is a "mattet' for puroses of
Rule 3.05 "in all cases where the application

potentially requies discretionar action by the agency
board acting as a 'trbunl'" - i.e., in a judicial
capacity:

(i)n cases where the pert sought
involves discretionary action by the
agency board, there wil almost always

exist the realistic probabilty of a dispute
or controversy as to whether and on what
term the pert should be granted.
When there is a realstic possibilty of a
dispute or controversy, either with the

agency staff or with one or more thd
paries, the permt application wil
constitute a "matter" and
communcations by lawyers both before
and after the filing of the application wil
be subject to Rule 3.05.

Id. (emphasis added).

In its new Opinon the Commttee says that, in
contrast, if the permtting process involves purely
misterial action by the agency, then there is "no

realistic possibility" of a dispute that would requie
discretiona decision by the agency board. If so, the
Commttee reasons, the agency board would not be
acting as a "trbunal," and Rule 3.05 does not apply.

Id. at 3-4. The Opinon defines misterial action as
follows: "In cases of purely misterial action, the
granting of the permt sought is madated by
applicable law or reguation when certain clearly
defined requirements are met." Id. at 4.

B. The Committee Now Says "Pendig" Wil Be A

Fact-Specifc Question Involving Intent
In its new Opinon, the Commttee states tht

when a "mattet' first becomes "pendig" under Rule
3.05(c) in the admstrative agency context "wil be a
question of fact that must be determed in each case."
Id. at 4. In most cases, per the Opinon, the question is
not who is the "tribunl," or whether it is "reasonably
foreseeable" that this trbunal wil be selected, because
the legislatue has already established that jursdiction.

Id. Instead, "when the matter becomes pendig tu
on when the client and the lawyer decide to pursue a
permt application.,,9 Id.

Accordig to Commttee Opinon 604, the fact
question wil tu on when it "appears reasonably

clear" that the client wil fie an application. But the

9 Resolution of ths fact-specific issue would likely

involve inquir into privileged communcations between
client and lawyer.
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line is not a bright one. The Opinon focuses on both
client intent and lawyer intent: "Once it is reasonably
clear that the client wil seek to file a permt
application, the matter is pendig." Id. Yet the
Opinon also states that even before the matter is
"pendig" under its interpretation, if a lawyer's private
communcation "attempted to persuade a member of
the board regarding how a decision should be made or
what factors should be relevant and the lawyer had a
client whose interests were aligned with the lawyer's
comments, such a conversation" would both "evidence
the fact that there was a pending matter" and that "the
lawyer was attempting, ex pare, to inuence the

board's decision." Id. In other words, even before it

appears "reasonably likely" that a client wil fie an

application - even before the client has decided - a
lawyer's contact which advocates a paricular outcome
for such matters would argubly violate Rule 3.05 if
the client's "interests were aligned with the lawyer's
comments."

C. The Commttee Now Says "Tribunal" Is
Another Contact-Specific Fact Question
Commttee Opinon 604 states that a lawyer may

contact employees of and attorneys for the agency,
other than a board member, to discuss any issue
regarding an application, "(s)o long as the

communcations are not in fact indiect
communcations that seek to inuence the decision-
mag board. For example, ... there would be a
violation of Rule 3.05 if the applicant's lawyer met

with a staff member or lawyer of the agency, before the
permt application was filed, and asked the staff
member or lawyer to convey privately to a member of
the agency's board that the granting of the requested
permt was very important to the lawyer and lawyer's
client." Id. at 405. Opinon 604 also states that the
requiements of Rule 3.05 apply to lawyers
representing the agency. Id. at 5.

D. The Committee Sti Says Vandygriff Does Not

Count As "Otherwse Permitted By Law"
Opinon 604 reiterates the Commttee's position

in Opinion 587 tht ''there is no generally applicable
law in Texas that permts a lawyer to communcate
with an agency's decision maer for the purose of
inuencing the outcome of a matter for the purose of
inuencing... when the matter is pendig before the
agency." First, Opinon 604 states that Vandygrff
involved a case in which non-lawyers had ex pare
communcations with an agency decision maer before
the fiing of a matter.io Id. at 2. Whle the case does so

10 The Austin Cour of Appeals opinon states tht

after the applicants' first charer application was denied,
"durng the absence of counel, five of the disappointed
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state, Opinon 587 did not focus on whether Vandygrff
applied only to non-lawyer contacts, but implicitly
acknowledged that its interprettion of Rule 3.05

conficts with Vandygrif in stating tht "when futue
adjudicatory proceedings in the agency are reasonably
foreseeable, ex pare communcations with the agency
decision maer prior to filing for the purose of
inuencing the matter" would violate Rule 3.05, "even
though the same communcation would not" violate the
AP A "as interpreted by the Texas Supreme Cour" in
VandygrjJ Opinon 587 at 2.

Second, Opinon 604 states, "In (Vandygrßl,
the cour held that ex pare communcations were not
prohibited by what is now the Texas Admstrative
Procedure Act. That decision, however, did not hold
that such ex pare communcations are affitively

permtted by applicable Texas law (compare Rule 680
of the Texas Rules of Civil Procedure, which in certai

circumtances affiratively permts ex pare
applications for temporar restraing orders)."
Opinion 604 at 2_3.11

VI. CURNT STATUS RULE 3.05
UNCHAGED

In 2009 and 2010, the Texas Supreme Cour

considered extensive amendments to the Disciplin

Rules of Professional Conduct relating to a varety of

subjects, includig confcts of interest and sexua
relationships with clients. Rule 3.05 was not the focus
of these amendments, but I and other lawyers with my
fir sent a letter to the cour urgig it to amend Rule
3.05 and/or reword the comments to overre or clarfy

the application of Opinon 587. Professor Ron Beal
and others strongly urged the Supreme Cour to
support Opinon 587.

The amendments proposed by the Texas Supreme
Cour in November 2010 made slight changes to the
text of Rule 3.05, but included a revised comment on
ex pare contacts:

organers came to Austin and visited with the
Commssioner...." First Savings & Loan Ass'n of Borger v.
VandygrifJ 605 S.W.2d 740, 741 (Tex. Civ. App.-Austin
1980), rev'd by Vandygrif v. First Sav. & Loan Ass'n of
Borger, 617 S.W.2d 669). The Supreme Cour's opinon
also recites, "(F)ive of the unuccessfu applicants came to
Austin and, in the absence of counel, met with the

Commssioner 'to fid out what (they) had done wrong.'''
ld. at 670.

11 Ths interpretation appears straied, given that

Vandygrif expressly states, "The cour of civi appeals held
the meeting between the organers of Citizens Securty
Savigs and Loan and the Commssioner was an unawf ex
pare communcation. We disagree." ld. If the Texas
Supreme Cour held that the meeting was lawfl, or
permtted, argubly it was "afatively permtted by
applicable Texas law," in the termology of Opinon 604.
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Th B: In certin tyes of
adjudicatory proceedigs, however,

whieh h&/e flered a lawyer is
permtted to discuss pendig issues te
be diseassed ex pare with a trbunal.
Certai classes of zonig questions,

for example, are frequently handled in
that way. The exception in pargraph
(b) provides that as As long as such
contacts are permtted by law and not
prohibited by applicable rules of
practice or procedure, such as state
agency rues and the Texas Rules of
Civil Procedure, an so loft as

flaæi: (a) of this Rale is adhed
to, SueR the contacts wil not serve as a

basis for disciplie under pargraph
il.

All the proposed amendments were rejected by
the members of the State Bar in a referendum that
ended in Febru 2011.

VI. THE "UNESS OTHERWISE
PERMITTED" ISSUE AN EXISTffG
AGENCY RULES

Both opinons take the position that the Texas
Supreme Cour's opinon in Vandygrff did not
"affiratively permt()" communcations beteen a
potential applicant in a possible contested case not yet
filed and the agency head, even though the Texas
Supreme Cour held that such communcations are not
prohibited by the AP A and that it disagreed with the
Thid Cour that the communcations violated the AP A
prohibition. Under the opinons' reasonig, contact

which is permssible under the AP A as interpreted by
Vandygrff is not "otherise permtted by law and not
prohibited by applicable rues of practice or procedure"
for puroses of Rule 3.05.

A number of Texas admstrative agencies have
adopted their own "ex pare" rues concerng
heargs, includig (without littation) the following.
See Office of the Secretar of State, 1 TEx. ADMIN.
CODE § 101.6; Texas Health and Hum Servces
Commssion, 1 TEx. ADMIN. CODE § 357.5; Texas
Deparment of Agrcultue, 4 TEx. ADMIN. CODE §

1.1052; Fince Commssion of Texas, 7 TEx. ADMIN.
CODE §§ 9.3; Credit Union Deparent, 7 TEx.
ADMIN. CODE § 92.203; State Securties Board, 7 TEx.
ADMIN. CODE § 105.23; Texas Deparent of Housing
and Communty Affairs, 10 TEx. ADMIN. CODE §§
49.7, 50.7; Railroad Commssion of Texas, 16 TEX.
ADMIN. CODE §§ 1.6, 12.222; Public Utility
Commssion of Texas, 16 TEx. ADMIN. CODE §§ 21.7,
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22.312; State Board for Educator Certification, 19 TEx.
ADMIN. CODE § 249.9; State Board of Denta
Examers, 22 TEx. ADMIN. CODE § 107.59; Texas
Appraiser Licensing and Certification Board, 22 TEx.
ADMIN. CODE § 157.13; Texas State Board of Public
Accountacy, 22 TEX. ADMIN. CODE § 519.4, -.5;
Deparment of State Health Servces, 25 TEX. ADMIN.
CODE § 417.106; Texas Deparment of Insurance, 28
TEx. ADMIN. CODE § 1.30; Texas Deparment of
Inurance, Division of Workers' Compensation, 28

TEx. ADMIN. CODE §§ 142.3, 144.2, 148.12; Texas
Commssion on Envionmental Quality, 30 TEx.
ADMIN. CODE § 80.15; Texas General Land Offce, 31
TEX. ADMIN. CODE §§ 2.6, 17.46; Comptroller of
Public Accounts, 34 TEx. ADMIN. CODE § 1.41;
Teacher Retirement System of Texas, 34 TEx. ADMIN.
CODE § 43.36; Employees Retirement System of
Texas, 34 TEx. ADMIN. CODE § 67.101; Texas Board
of Pardons and Paroles, 37 TEx. ADMIN. CODE §
147.3; Deparment of Agig and Disability Servces,
40 TEx. ADMIN. CODE § 7.106; Texas Workforce
Commssion, 40 TEx. ADMIN. CODE § 802.147. Many
of these ex pare provisions are modeled on AP A §
2001.061. However, other provisions include heargs
which are not contested case proceedgs. See, e.g.,
the Uniform Fair Hearg Rules of the Texas Health
and Hum Servces Commssion, 15 TEx. ADMIN.
CODE § 357.5, which is an inorml proceeg; the

Admstrative Hearg Procedures for Conducting the
Appeals of the Food and Nutrition Program of the
Texas Deparment of Agrcultue, 1 TEx. ADMIN.

CODE § 1.1052, an inorml proceeding.

Where existing agency rules delieate (as does the
AP A provision) what constitutes prohibited
communcation, is a lawyer safe in assumg that under
Rule 3.05(b), communcation is "as otherwise

permtted"? Or does a statement of what constitutes
prohibited conduct not permt the assumption that

conduct not prohibited is "otherwise permtted"?
Other agencies have adopted rules which are

modeled on the AP A provision, but are highy specific
as to the timeframe for prohibited ex pare contact. For
intance, the State Securties Board specifies not only
when the contested case begi (and ex pare
prohibitions apply) but also to whom:

(a) Upon the issuace of a Notice of Hearg
in a contested case and continuig until a Motion
for Rehearg is rued on or at the time for ruing
on such a Motion has expired, the Securties
Commssioner (or other person assigned to render

12 Notably, the Public Utility Commssion's ex

pare regulation specifically remids lawyers "of their
responsibilties under the Texas Disciplin Riles of
Professiona Conduct, §§ 3.01, 3.02, 3.03 and 3.04,"
omittg 3.05 (the subject of the opinons at issue).
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a decision in a contested case) and members of the
Board may not communcate diectly or indirectly
with any pary or a representative of a par in a

contested case in connection with any issue of fact
or law in the proceedig except on notice and

opportty for al to paricipate.
7 TEX. ADMIN. CODE § 105.23.

Similarly, see 10 TEx. ADMIN. CODE § 49.7,
governg the application process withi Texas
Deparment of Housing and Communty Affair for the
2011 Housing Tax Credt Program Qualified
Allocation Plan and Rules, where the ex pare rue
applies to "a member of the Board," begig "durg
the perod beging on the fist date of the
Application Acceptance Period and endig on the date
the Board maes a fial decision with respect to the
approval of any Application in that Application

Round... ." See also 16 TEx. ADMIN. CODE § 21.7, in

which the Public Utility Commssion specifies that a
"presidig offcer assigned to render a decision may

not communcate, directly or indiectly, in connection
with any substantive issues curently the subject of a
dispute resolution proceeding before that presidig

officer with any person, par, or their representatives,
except on notice and opportty for all paries to
paricipate." See also 30 TEx. ADMIN. CODE § 80.15,

the TCEQ ex pare provision, which applies "durg
the pendency of a contested case either at SOAR or
before the commssion" and prohibits any "par,

person, or their representatives" from communcating
"diectly or indirectly with any commssioner or the
judge concerg any issue of fact or law relative to the
pendig case" except on notice to all paries. Where
the agency has specifically designted the point at
which the ex pare prohibition taes effect, does that
narow the applicability of Rule 3.05 to
communcation ex pare with a tribunl because it is
"otherise pertted by law and not prohibited by

applicable rules of practice or procedure" under Rule
3.05(b)? Where the agency has also specifically
designated which persons are subject to a
communcation prohibition applies to ("presidig
officer" or "member of the Board" or "commssionet'
or "judge"), does tht sitlarly naow the applicabilty

of Rule 3.05 (and hence the opinons)? The TCEQ
rues (adopted to be effective as of June 6, 1996, and
hence post-Vandygrif and pre-Opinons 587 and 604)
provide that "representatives" of a par shall "observe
the letter and spirt of the Texas Lawyer's Creed as
adopted by the Texas Supreme Cour, and the State Bar
of Texas' Texas Disciplinar Rules of Professional

Conduct, includig those provisions concerng

improper ex pare communcations with the
commssioners and judges." 30 TEx. ADMIN. CODE §

80.9. Given Opinon 587 and Opinon 604, must
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"commssioners and judges" be read more broadly, to
extend to TCEQ staff who might conceivably have
some inuence on a futue contested case?

Whe both opinons quote Rule 3.05's exception
("except as permtted by law and not prohibited by
applicable rules") (Opinon 587 at 2 and 4 ("if there are

no other applicable laws or rules of practice or
procedure that prohibit or specifically permt ex pare
communcations with respect to the matter comig
before the agency") and Opinon 604 at 2), it is not
clear how the opinons would interpret the scope and
application of an agency's own ex pare rues.

IX. PRACTICAL PROBLEMS WITH THE
COMMTTEE'S OPfflONS FOR WATER
AN OTHER ADMINSTRATIV
LAWYRS

A. Problems With The Commttee's Views Going

Far Beyond Possible AP A Contested Cases -
They Afect Other Groundwater District
Decisions and DFC Appeals
Commttee Opinons 587 and 604 focus on pert

applications or other applications for approval fùed at
state agencies in which the applicant or another person
is entitled to a contested case heag as defined in the
AP A. The opinons certiny apply to applications
fùed with the TCEQ that may be the subject of an AP A
contested case, such as an application for a water rights
permt or an amendment to a water rights permt, or an
application for a wastewater discharge pert or an

amendment to a wastewater discharge pert. See

TEX. WATER CODE § ll.132(a) (requig hearg on

water rights permt application on request of "affected
person"); id., § 26.028(c) (requig hearg on
applications for wastewater dischage permt,
amendment or renewal on request of commssioner,
executive director, or "affected person," if certin

conditions are met).
But the biggest practical impact on water lawyers

is much broader tha with respect to agency decisions
that could be decided in AP A contested cases. The
opinons' reaonig also applies to permt application
decisions that under applicable law canot be AP A
contested cases. Ths is because Opinon 604 says that
agency decision maers are acting as a "tribun" in all
cases "where the permt sought involves discretionar
action by the agency board." Opinon 604 at 3.

For example, under the opinons, Rule 3.05

applies to all applications submitted to groundwater
conseration districts where the district's action on the
application is discretiona, because the distrct board
is therefore acting as a "trbunaL." Ths is so even
though Chapter 2001, Governent Code, "does not
apply to a hearg" under Subchapter M, Permt and
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Permt Amendment Applications, Notice and Hearg
Process, of the Texas Water Code, except as provided
by §§ 36.416 and 36.4165 (if the district contrcts with
the State Offce of Admstrative Heags (SOAR to
conduct a heag, either on its own or upon request by
the applicant or other par to a contested case) and §

36.417 (if the district chooses to adopt rues

establishig procedures for contested case heargs
under Chapter 2001, Governent Code). Ths
reasonig means that Rule 3.05 wil apply to all permt
applications and permt amendment applications that
change the withdrawal or use of groundwater, because
the district board's actions on those applications are
discretiona under the applicable statute. See TEx.

WATER CODE § 36.113(d) (listing factors which the
district shall consider before granting or denyig a
permt or amendment). Rule 3.05 may apply to other
applications, for example, permt renewal applications,
if the district rues mae board action on those
applications discretionar. See, e.g., Blanco-

Pedemales GCD Rule 3.5.B. (pert renewals are
reviewed by general maager and are automatic except
under specific circumtances when the board must
consider them, includig non-compliance by the permt
holder, permt is in designated Critical Groundwater

Depletion Area, or permt is for a high-volume well

capable of producing over 25,000 gpd). Rule 3.05 may
not apply to applications where approval can properly
be called a "misterial" act under the distrct rules.
For example, approval of a well registration may be
ministerial if the granting of the approval "is madated
by applicable . . . reguation when certai clealy
defined requiements are met." Opinon 604 at 4.

Under the opinons, Rule 3.05 would also apply to
an appeal of desired futue conditions (DFCs) to the
Texas Water Development Board (TWB) under
Texas Water Code § 36.1083. The Water Code does

not requie an AP A contested case hearg, and TWB
rules expressly state that the hearg requied by the
statute is not a contested case heag. See TEX.
WATER CODE § 36.1083(c); 31 TEX. ADMIN. CODE
§ 356.44(d). But TWDB wil be mag a
discretiona decision on the reaonableness of the

DFCs in a dispute, and thus would be acting as a
tribunal under Rule 3.05 as interreted in the opinons.
See 31 TEx. ADMIN. CODE § 356.45(c), listing the
criteria to be considered by TWDB in determg
whether a DFC is reasonable, includig, for intance,
"any other inormtion relevant to the specific desired
futue conditions."

Under the opinons' reasonig, Rule 3.05 would

apply to lawyer contacts with groundwater district
decision maers, even though by statute the AP A
prohibition on ex pare is not directly applicable to
those districts except in cases where a district contracts
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with the State Office of Heags Examers to conduct
heags. See TEX. WATER CODE § 36.416. Many,
though not all, distrcts have adopted rues that prohibit
ex pare communcations with decision maers, but
most of these rues are modeled after the AP A ex pare
prohibition and only prohibit ex pare communcations
with board members and hearg examers durg the

pendency of a contested case. See, e.g., Fayette
County oeD Rule 14.5(11); Lone Star oeD Rule
12.7(j); Clearater GCD Rule 8.10.20; Panandle
GCD Rule 10.6(k); Brazos Valley GCD Rule 14.5(j).
Some of these rues specifically exempt
communcations among between a board member and
a lawyer or consultat retaed by the distrct from the
ex pare prohibition. See, e.g., Lone Sta oeD Rule
12.7(j). But this exemption may not exempt district
lawyers from Rule 3.05's ex pare prohibition because,
under the opinons' reasonig, those rues may be
deemed not to "affitively permt" ex pare
communcations. So, by prohibiting pre-fiing ex pare
contacts, the opinons' interretation of Rule 3.05 may
have the same, or greater, impact on lawyers practicing
before groundwater conseration distrcts.

B. Problems With the Commttee's View of
Contacts Before Filng an Application

In the past, admstrative lawyers have often

contacted agency decision maers on potential
contested case matters to determe whether or not to
file the case, and when - e.g., in light of the agency's
workload, its policy priorities, and its expectations

about other potential contested cases that may raise the
same or sitlar policy issues. The puroses of such
meetings have specifically included mag sure they
know what the client wil need to do to address the
agency's concer (as in VandygrfJ. Opinon 604 and
Opinon 587 prohibit such meetings.

Commttee Opinon 604 prohibits ex pare
contacts with the ''tribunl'' if it is "reasonably clear"
that the client wil file an application that requies

discretionar action by the decision maer. Opinon
604 at 4. Opinon 604 presumes that if an application
involves discretiona action, there is "a realistic
possibility" of a dispute or controversy, with the
agency staff or with a thid person. Id. at 3. Under
Opinon 604, therefore, Rule 3.05 applies to all lawyer
communcations with the trbunal before the
application is fied, after it is fied, but before it is

known if the application wil be contested, and after it
is known that the application is contested. As a
practical matter, then, a lawyer plang to file an
application at TCEQ or with a groundwater
conservation district that requies discretiona action
by the trbunal should thi carefuly before havig

any ex pare communcations with the trbun after a
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client decides to file the application. (Indeed, the

lawyer should thi carefuy about havig such
communcations even when the client has not yet
decided to fie the application, if a contested case is
"reasonably foreseeable.")

Where a statewide agency, like TCEQ and
TWDB, has a full-time staff that are not the designted
decision maers (but see the discussion of the identity
of "trbunal" in Section IX(C), below), ths pre-filing
prohibition may not be signficant. A lawyer may be
able to contact the staff for inormtion relevant to the
decisions concerng whether (or when) to file an
application. But for groundwater conservation distrcts

who have no full-time staff, or very litted full-time
staff, the lawyer's inabilty to interact with people who
have this kid of knowledge may have an impact on an
application's success.

Given the wide varety of procedures for filing
applications and mag decisions on thein there may
be situtions in which it is difficult to determe
whether a matter is "pending" for different lawyers
under the opinons. The appeal of DFCs to TWDB
ilustrates such a diffculty. Under TWDB rules, a
petition challengig the reasonableness of adopted

DFCs must be fied with one year of their adoption.
31 TEX. ADMIN. CODE § 356.43(a)(5). The opinons
make it fairly clea that the Commttee would conclude
that a lawyer may not have any ex pare
communcations about the petition with a TWB
Board member after his or her client decides to file a
petition challengig DFCs.

But what about the lawyers representing a district,
lawyers on a distrct board, or lawyers representing

other interested paries? Are they prohibited from
talkig with the TWB Board members ex pare about
the DFCs that the district has have adopted, for a year
after their adoption, on the Commttee's theory that
they canot rule out, as having no realistic possibilty,
an appeal, which wil involve a discretionar action by
TWDB? Should they refrai from discussing a
district's DFCs with the TWB Board members
anytime after the DFC process begis (or restas),
because the existence of an appeal that wil involve a
TWB discretionar decision maes it "reasonably
probable" that the TWB wil somedy have to act on
such an appeal? Or are those other lawyers only
prohibited ex pare communcations with TWB
Board members about DFCs after a petition is fied?
Should they also refrai from discussing the substance

of the DFCs with TWB staff members, knowing that
if someone files an appeal of the DFCs, those staff
members may attend the hearg itself, wil likely
review the evidence submitted and wrte the staff
recommendation to the TWB Board? Indeed, durg
the development of DFCs, or consideration of
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amendment of DFCs, should the lawyers refrain from
discussing issues which are likely subjects for a futue
appeal? If so, given the interwoven interactions

between TWDB staff and distrcts and their consultats
in developing or amendig DFCs, the process is likely
to be negatively affected. See TEx. WATER CODE §
36.1084 (TWDB provides modeled available
groundwater to districts based upon the DFCs); see
also newly-added TEx. WATER CODE § 36.1081
(TWB and TCEQ "shall mae techncal staff
available to sere in a nonvoting advisory capacity to

assist with the development" of DFCs durg the joint
plang process).

Where agency staff have expertise that could be
helpful in decidig whether or not to fie an

application, the opinons' reasonig on "indiect"
efforts to inuence can have a chilling effect as well.
For example, assume a lawyer contacts TCEQ air
personnel about whether or not certai repairs to a new
type of equipment would requie an ai permt or

whether the repais could fall with a permt-by-rule
exception. Following the contact, personnel agree no
permt is requied, and the lawyer so conf in a

letter to the agency. Was the prior communcation an
impermssible ex pare contact under Rule 3.05 as
constred by Opinon 587? Did the lawyer intend the
conversation as an indiect communcation "through
non-decision-mag personnel, with the decision
maer for the purose of inuencing the outcome of
the agency's decision in the mattet'?

Assume a lawyer for an envionmental non-profit
organzation contacts TCEQ with a question about the
application of Concentrated Anl Feedg
Operations reguations, in order to determe whether
or not a violation may exist, in order to decide wheter
or not to file a complaint for low-income residents

adjacent to a feedlot. Is a futue proceeding

"reasonably foreseeable"? Is the communcation hence
impermssible under Rule 3.05 as construed by

Opinon 587 as an attempt to inuence the trbunl
indirectly?

C. Problems With The Committee's Concept of

the "Tribunal"
Opinons 604 and 587 assume tht the agency

board or the head of an agency wil mae the fil

decision on an application that involves a discretiona
action, and that Rule 3.05 prohibits pre-filing and post-
filing ex pare communcations with those board

members or agency heads and post-filing ex pare
communcations with any SOAR ALJ or heargs
examer assigned to conduct a hearg. But agencies
and groundwater conservation districts sometimes
delegate their powers to approve some applications to
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other agency employees. Who is the trbunal in those
cases?

As an example, the TCEQ has delegated the fial
decision-makig authority in many permtting,
licensing, and enforcement proceedings to its executive
director when the proceedigs are uncontested or when
the law does not provide an opportty for a hearg.

See 30 TEX. ADMIN. CODE §§ 50.131, 50.133. Does
this delegation mean that the lawyer for an applicant
may not communcate with the executive director after
the lawyers knows that the client wil fie an

application that may, ultimtely, be decided by the
executive diector?

In cases in which the rues allow the executive

diector to mae the final decision because no thid
pary has contested the application and the applicant
has no dispute with the permt or other approval

proposed by TCEQ staff, the TCEQ rues provide that,
before granting the application, the executive director
must determe that the application "meets all relevant
statutory and admstrative criteria" and "does not
raise new issues tht requie the interretation of
commssion policy." 30 TEX. ADMIN. CODE
§ 50.133(a)(1)-(2). The executive director has
generally already detered that the drft permt tht

he is proposing meets the relevant criteria while he was
acting as a potential par to the case, rather than as the
decision maer. But where he is effectively the
decision maer, and hence the tribunal under Rule
3.05, does this compliance determation mae his
action discretionar? If so, at what point does contact

by the applicant's lawyer violate Rule 3.05?
The rues also allow the executive director fial

approval of an application "for any air permt
amendment, modification, or renewal that would not
result in an increase in allowable emissions and would
not result in the emission of an air contaant not
previously emitted." Id., § 50.133(a)(6). Is the

determation that the application would not result in
an increase in allowable emssions or in the emission

of an ai contamant not previously emitted a

discretiona determation or a misterial decision?

If it is discretiona, is the executive director a

"tribunl" in those cases?

Groundwater conservation district rues also
routinely delegate cerin decisions to the distrct's
general maager. In may cases, these decisions do
qualify as misterial under Opinon 604 - "the
granting of the permt sought is madated by the
applicable ... reguation when cerin clealy defined
critera are met." Opinon 604 at 4. As discussed

above, general maager approval of a well registration
may be a misterial act under may groundwater

conseration district rues. See, e.g., Panandle oeD
Rule 5.1 and Brazos Valley oeD Rule 8.2(a).
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But district rues may give the general maager
the authority to grant an application for a mior
amendment "in full or in par" without notice and a
public hearg. See, e.g., Lone Star oeD Rule 3.6(e).

Does that degree of discretion mae the general

maager a "tribun"? What if the rules allow an
appeal of a genera maager decision, which wil be
head by the distrct board in a public meeting? Does
that mea that the general mager is not the trbunal,
but only a par, and the board is the tribunal?

D. Problems With The Committee's Views of
Contacts Regarding Rulemakings
One major task of judicial trbunals is to interpret

and apply statutes - rues of law adopted by the
legislatue. Unlike cours, however, agencies and

districts often also act as both the legislatue (by
ruemag) and the judiciar. Furhermore, unike
cours, agencies may also act as the executive, e.g., as
the prosecutor in enforcement cases.

In the hypothetical sitution discussed in Opinon
604, the lawyer represents a client before an agency
that is considerig promulgating a rue tht would
requie the client to get a permt and would establish
the factors that the agency would consider in granting
or denyig a permt application. Opinon 604 purorts
to address the practical problems caused by its ex pare
prohibition interpretation by applyig a bright-line test
to the hypotheticaL. If the ex pare communcation
concern ruemag, Rule 3.05 does not apply,
although there may, potentially, be an application filed
at the agency in the futue.

Does Opinon 604's bright-line rule mean tht, in
an ex pare communcation regardig the ruemag,
the lawyer can discuss with an agency or district board
member the client's paricular facts and the application
of the proposed rue to those facts? In comments on
proposed rues, lawyers often discuss their client's
specific fact situtions in order to ilustrate the
practical implications of the proposed rues, includig
the equities of imposing or not imposing cert

requiements. Maya lawyer discuss these in ex pare
communcations regardig the ruemag without
violating Rule 3.05, even though these same facts
would be at issue in the board member's decision on
the application that the client wil submit? Does it
depend on the lawyer's subjective intent in havig
these discussions - i.e., does the lawyer intend to
inuence the decision on the futue application? If the
client's interests are "aligned" with the comments the
lawyer maes, Opinon 604 would consider that as
evidence of improper intent to inuence the tribunL.

Or what if the client ha an existing pert, has
decided to amend that permt, and the agency is
considerig chages to the rues that would affect that
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planed application? May the lawyer discuss the facts
of his client's sitution in ex pare communcations
with board members in that sitution without violating
Rule 3.05, even though the amendment application is
"pendig" under the opinons' analysis?

Each of these situtions highights the diffculties
of applyig any ex pare prohibitions on agency board

members other than Vandygrffs bright line of a
genuinely pendig contested case. A lobbyist
communcating with a legislator would not hesitate to
discuss the paricular facts of his client's sitution with
that legislator. The judge, who may eventully decide
how the resulting legislation would apply, was not
there when these facts were discussed and would not
be influenced by that contact. But an agency board

member may be both the legislator and the judge who
eventully decides how the legislation wil apply to
paricular facts.

E. Problems With The Commttee's One Rule For

Lawyers, Another For Clients
Only lawyers, acting diectly or through clients

acting at their direction, are subject to Rule 3.05. So
non-lawyer clients acting without legal counsel may
meet with agency heads and have conversations that
would, for their attorneys, be prohibited ex pare
contacts. Opinon 604 recognzes ths, then states: "Of
course, lawyers may not use the fact that the Texas
Disciplinar Rules do not apply to non-lawyers as a

basis for claimg that lawyers are permtted to cause

their clients to accomplish indiectly what lawyers are
prohibited from doing directly. Rule 3.05's prohibition
on ex pare communcations with a decision maer for
puroses of trying to inuence the decision maer
regarding a matter also prohibits the lawyer from
causing another to communcate privately with a
decision maer in order to inuence that decision
maer." Opinon 604 at 5.

Does this mean that the lawyer may not suggest
that the client have an ex pare pre-fiing meeting with
an agency decision maer? Does it mean that the
lawyer may not help a client prepare for an ex pare
pre-filing meeting with a decision maer, if the client
decides to have one, because this may lead to an
"indiect communcation"? Does allowing clients to
have pre-filing meetings with decision maers without
lawyers present mae the perceived problems with the
ex pare communcations worse or better?

F. Problems With Effects on the Agency's Own

Legal Staff
As discussed earlier, Rule 3.05, as interpreted by

the opinons, prohibits ex pare communcations

between agency decision maers and their own staff if
the agency staff would or could be a pary to any
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contested case on an application. Ths prohibition

applies to the agency's own staff lawyers who may
take an "advocacy position" in a potential contested
case. See Opinon 604 at 5 ("The requiements of Rule
3.05 as discussed in ths opinon and in Opinon 587
would apply to lawyers representing any par that

ultimtely paricipates in the permt-application case,

including lawyers representing the agency itself').
(Some agencies, includig the Texas Commssion on
Envionmental Qulity (TCEQ), have one legal staff
that takes "advocacy positions" and a second legal staff
that only advises the Commssioners on pendig and
potentially pending matters. But may groundwater
conservation districts do not have the luxur of
employig two legal staffs.

X. POSSffLE OPTIONS FOR DEALffG WITH
PROBLEMS CREATED BY THE
COMMTTEE
A lawyer can, of course, simply have pre-filing

communcations with agency or distrct decision
makers that would not be ex pare under Vandygrffbut
would or might be under the Commttee's views. In
doing so, he or she risks disciplinar action. But other
options might address some of the uncertainties that
Opinons 587 and 604 create.

A. Additional Requests for Opinions

Lawyers who practice before state agencies and
groundwater conservation distrct boards, or other
agencies or political subdivisions with discretiona
authority over required approvals, may want to
consider a carefully crafted request for another opinon
from the Commttee that address the questions that the
previous opinons may create in their practices.

B. Rulemaking Action - Agency by Agency,
District by Distrct
Rule 3.05 does not prohibit ex pare

communcations that are "otherwise permtted by law."
Ex pare communcations may be "otherise
permtted" by agency rules. State agencies have the
power to adopt "rues of practice stating the natue and
requiements of all available forml and inorml
procedures." Many agencies aleady have rules
outling some prohibited and some permtted contacts.

But state agencies may be reluctat to adopt rues that

expressly permt ex pare communcations because of
the "optics" of that action, and because of the difficulty
of foreseeing all scenaos (all potential contacts) that
could or should be covered by a specific agency rue.

Groundwater conservation distrcts and other
water agencies should consider rues that would clearly
delineate the situtions in which ex pare
communcations are permtted. For example, rues that
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clearly permtted ex pare contacts with a genera
maager about any matter that the general mager is
authorized to decide could clear up any confsion
about the identity of the "tribunl" in those matters.

Distrcts may want to expressly permt ex pare
contacts in rulemag proceedings. They may want to
expressly permt ex pare contacts in other matters for
which the rues do not provide for notice and hearg,
or for matters in which the rules provide for notice, but
do not provide for a contested case heag. A rue
which maes contact "expressly pertted" (instead of
merely defing prohibited contact) may address
uncertaities created by the opinons.

C. Texas Supreme Court Changes to Rules 3.05
and 1.10(i)
Though found in an Appendix to the Governent

Code, the Rules are not enacted by the Legislatue, but
are adopted by the Supreme Cour of Texas in the
exercise of its constitutional powers over the judicial
deparment of governent.

There are different processes to propose revisions
to the Rules. As discussed above, the intial rules were
drafted by practitioners and law professors before

delivery to the Supreme Cour. The recent attempted
amendments were drafted by members of the
Commttee and presented to the State Bar Board of
Directors, which recommended the amendments to the
Supreme Cour.

But the Supreme Cour "may, either as it
considers necessar, pursuat to a resolution of the
board of diectors of the state bar, or puruat to a
petition signed by at least 10 percent of the registered
members of the state bar," prepare, propose, and adopt
rules or amendments to rules. TEX. GOV'T CODE
§ 81.024(b). Through such procedures the Supreme

Cour could propose amendments to Rule 3.05 that
tae a more nuanced approach to communcations with
admstrative agencies who act in a judicial capacity.
State Bar members would have the opportty to vote

on the proposed amendments, and the Supreme Cour
would promulgate the amendments if they received the
majority of the votes case in the election. Id., §

8L.024(c)-(g). The Supreme Cour could also intiate a
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process to amend the comments to Rule 3.05 to clarfy
the Rule's application in admstrative proceedigs.
Argubly, amendments to comments may not requie a
vote of State Bar members, but the referendum process
may be used in any event.

D. Declaratory Judgment Action

The Commttee's opinons do not bind the Texas
Supreme Cour. But as a practical matter, a Commttee
opinon - even if possibly mistaken as to the law or
otherise unwise - theatens lawyers, who must

comply with the opinon or risk allegations of violation
of the Disciplin Rules in litigation or as the basis for
a grevance fied with the State Bar.

Are there ways that lawyers could seek a cour
declaration on the meang of Rule 3.05 and related
disciplin rules?

The purose of the Uniform Declaratory
Judgment Act is "to setle and to afford relief from
uncertainty and insecurty with respect to rights, statu,
and other legal relations; and it is to be liberally
constred and admstered." TEX. Civ. PRAC. & REM.

CODE § 37.002(b). The UDJA provides that: "A

person ... whose rights, status, or other legal relations
are affected by a statute ... may have determed any
question of constrction or validity arsing under the
. .. statute ... and obtain a declaration of rights, status,
or other legal relations thereunder." Id., § 37.004(a).

Lawyers who are affected by the opinons'
interpretation of Rule 3.05 could seek a declaration of
their rights under Rule 3.05 in one or more concrete
fact situtions. See, e.g., O'Quinn v. State Bar of

Texas, 763 S.W.2d 397,399 (Tex. 1988) (holding cour
should treat disciplin rues "lie statutes" for

puroses of constitutional challenge).

XI. CONCLUSION
Lawyers should carefuy consider Commttee

Opinons 587 and 604 before intiating any contacts
with agency decision maers or staff advising decision
maers. Those most directly affected may wish to
consider possible ways to address problem created by
the Opinons.
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mE PROFESSIONAL ETHICS COMMITTEE FOR
THE STATE BAR OF TEXAS

Opinion No. 587

May 2009

QUESTION PRESENTED

Before filing a matter with an adinistrative agency havig decision-makng authority
over the mater, maya lawyer communicate with the adinistrative agency concernng the
matter?

STATEMENT OF FACTS

A lawyer plan to fie a matter with a state adinistrative agency that has decision-

makng authority over the matter. Before filing the matter, the lawyer proposes to communcate
concerning the matter with persons in the' àgency for the purose of ultiately obtag a

favorable decision from the agency. il such communications concernng the matter, the lawyer
does not propose to provide copies of wrtten communcations or notice of oral communcations
to other potential pares in the matter.

DISCUSSION

Rule 3.05 of the Texas Discipliar Rules of Professiona Conduct provides as follows:

"Maitaig hnparality of Tribunal
A lawyer shall not:

(a) seek to inuence a trbunal concerng a pending matter by l1eans .
prohibited by law or applicable rules of practice or proceure; .

(b) except as otherwise permitted by law and not prohibited by applicable
rules of practice or procedur, communcate or cause another to communcate ex
pare with a trbunal for the purose of inuencing that entity or person
concerng a pending matter other than:

(1) in the COUl(: of offcial proceedings in the cause;
(2) in wrting if he promptly delivers a copy of the wrting to opposing

counelor the adverse pary ifhe is not represented by a lawyer;
(3) oraly upon adequate notice to opposing counselor to the adverse paryifhe is not repreented by a lawyer. .
(c) For puroses of 

this rule:

(1) 'Mattr' has the meanngs ascribed by it in Rule 1.1O(t) of these Rules;
(2) A mattr is 'pending' before a paricular trbunal either whei that

entity ha been selected to determine the matter or when it is reaonably
foreseeable that that entity will be so selected."



Rule 3.05 provides that a lawyer shall not seek to inuence a trbunal concerng a
pending matter by means prohibited by law or applicable rues and that, except as permitted by
law and not prohibited by applicable rules, a lawyer may not communicate ex pare with a
tribunal for the purose of influencing the trbunal concerng a pending matter except in one of
thee limted ways specified in Rule 3.05(b) - in offcial proceedgs, in wrting with copies to
all paries, or orally with adequate notice to all paries.

Rule 3.05(c)(1) defines the term "matter" by reference to Rule 1.1O(t). Rule 1.10(t)
provides that the term "mattet' does not include regulation-makng or rule-makng proceedigs
or assignents but that the term includes the followig:

"(1) Any adjudicatory proceeding, application, request for a ruling or other
determination, contract, claim, controversy, investigation, charge accusation,

arest or other sitlar, paricular tIanactieuinvo1vi a specific pary or paries;
and

(2) any other action or transaction covered by the conflct of interest rues

of the appropriate governent agency."

Rule 3.05(c)(2) specifies that a matter is pending before a trbunal when the trbunal has
been selected to determe the matter or it is reasonably foreseeable that the trbunal wil be so
selected. In the circumstances here considered, the matter is clearly "pendig" for puroses of
Rule 3.05 because the agency with which the communcation occurs is expected to make a
decision on the matter. As discussed in more detail below, the agency decision maker in these

circumstces is a "trbun" as that term is defined for puroses of the Texas Disciplinar Rules
of Professional Conduct. Therefore, unless there is some applicable law that permts the lawyer
to do so, under Rule 3.05 the lawyer may not communcate ex pare with the agency decision
maker (or cause another to do so) for the purose of influencing the outcome of the matter except
in the lited ways specified in Rule 3.05(b). For purses of applyig Rule 3.05(b), there is no
generally applicable law in Texas that permits the lawyer in these circumstances to communicate
with the agency's decision maker, before a. matter is filed, for the purose of infuencing the
outcome of the matter. The Texas Supreme Cour in Vandygrff v. First Savings and Loan
Association of Borger, 617 S.W.2d 669 (Tex. 1981) held that the prohibition of what is now the
Texas Administrative Procedur Act against ex pare communcations in a pending matter does
not apply to communcations before a matter has been fied with an agency. However, that
decision did not hold that such communcations are affatively permtted by applicable Texas
law. Accordigly, since under Rule 3.05(c)(2) of the Texas Disciplina Rules of Professional
Conduct a mater is "pendig" before an adinistrtive agency when futue adjudicatory

proceengs in the agency ar reasonably foreseeable, ex pare communications with the agency
decision maker prior to filing for the purose of inuencing the matter (except using a means
specficaly pennitted by Rule 3.05(b)) would constitute a violaton of Rule 3.05. Ths result

applies even though the same communication would not be a violation of the Texas
Admnistrtive Procedure Act as interreted by the Texas Supreme Cour in the Vandygrff
decision.



The question remains as to who is included within the term "trbunal" for purposes of
applying the requirements of Rule 3.05. The Ternology section of the Texas Disciplinar

Rules of Professional Conduct provides that

"'Tribunal' denotes any governenta body or official or any other person
engaged in a process of resolving a paricular dispute or contrversy. 'Tribunal'
includes such institutions as cours and adstative agencies when engagig in
adjudicatory or licensing activities as defied by applicable law or rules of
practice or procedure, as well as judges, magistrtes, special masters, referees,
arbitrtors, mediators, hearing offcers and comparable persons empowered to
resolve or to recommend a resolution of a paricular mater; but it does not include
jurors, prospective jurrs, legislative bodies or their committees, members or
stafs, nor does it include other governenta bodies when acting in a legislative
or rule-makg capacity."

In the application of ths definition to adnistrative agencies, it is importt to recognize that
these agencies are legal hybrids that may have judcial, legislative, executive and minsterial
functions. Rule 3.05 applies only to admstrtive agencies when they ar, or wil be,
fuctionig as ''tbunal,'' that is in a dispute-resolution, licensing or adjudicatory capacity and

not when such agencies are fuctioning in a legislative, executive or misterial capacity.

Whether applied to a cour or an administrative agency, the restrctions of Rule 3.05 on
communications with a trbunal could be read either to apply to communications with all
personnel associated with a cour or administratve agency or to apply only to communcations
with the judge or agency decision maker or decision-making body. The Committee is of the
opinon that the term "trbunal" as defined in the Terminology section of the Texas Disciplinar
Rules and as used in Rule 3.05 refers only to the judge or agency decision maker or decision-
making body and not to al personnel associated with a cour or adminsttive agency. hi the

case of an administrtive agency. the decision maker could be an admnistrative law judge, a
heag offcer, the executive in charge of the agency, or a board or other governg body of the
agency. The decision maker, however, is not the agency itself or all of its members,
representatives or employees. Lawyers routiely contact cour and agency personnel other than
decision makers to obtai answers to admnistrtive questions, to obta settings, to check on the
status of pendig matters and for a varety of other reaons where there could nonnal1y be no

. effect on the cour's or agency's decision in the matter. hi the case of communcations with non-
decision-makg personnel of an agency, Rule 3.05 would apply only if such a communcaton
was intended by the lawyer as an indirect communication, though non-decision-makg
peronnel, with the decision maker for the purose of influencing the outcome of the agency's

decision in the matter.

Ths inteipretation of Rule 3.05 as applicable only to communcations with decision
makers is consistent with the requireents of section 2001.061 of the Texas Governent Code,
the provision of the Texas Admstrative Procedure Act specifically addressing ex pare
communcations. Section 200i.061(a) of the Texas Goverent Code provides in par:



". . . a member or employee of a state agency assigned to render a decision or to
make findigs of fact and conclusions of law in a contested case may not directly
or indiectly communicate in connection with an issue of fact or law with a state
agency, person, pary, or a representative of those entities, excet on notice and
opportty for each pary to paricipate."

This provision generally prohibits certn ex pare communications in connection with an issue
of fact or law in a contested case. The prohibition however, is only upon "a member or
employee of a state agency assigned to render a decision or to make fidings of fact and

conclusions of law," in other words, the decision maker. See County of Galveston v. Tex
Department of Health, 724 S.W.2d 115 (Tex. App. - Austi 1987, wrt retd, n.r.e.); Coalition
Advocating A Safe Environment v. Tex Water Commission, 798 S. W.2d 639 (Tex. App. _

Austin 1990), vacated as moot, 819 S.W.2d 799 (Tex. 1991).

This interretation of Rule 3.05 appropriately trats the situation in which an
admnistrative agency that has authority to make the decision on a contested matter also is a
par that taes an advocacy position in the matter though other agency personneL. The pares
to the contested case, including the representatives of the agency tang an advocacy position,
are not permtted to have ex pare communications with the agency decision maker for the

purose of 
influencing the outcome of the matter unless as reuired by Rule 3.05(b) all pares

parcipate or are given an opportty to paricipate. However, representatives of another pary

in the matter may communicate directly with the advocacy representatives of the agency in the
matter without including in the communication all other pares in the matter, as would be
required if the communcation were subject to Rule 3.05(b).

-,

Special laws or rules may apply to. specific situations and govern communcations in
those specific situations. Comment 4 to Rule 3.05 notes the following:

"There are certn types of adjudicatory proceedings, however, which

have penntted pending issues to be discussed ex pare with a trbunal. Cerain

classes of zoning questions, for example, are frequently hadled in that way. As
long as such contacts are not prohibited by law or applicable rues of practice and
procedure, and so long as pargraph (a) of this Rule is adered to, such ex pare
contacts will not serve as a basis for discipline."

See also Texas Attomey General Opinon No. DM-144 (July 24, 1992) (special provisions
applicable to the Texas Water Commission impose additiona limitations, beyond the limitations
of general admnistrtive law, on ex pare communicaons of heanngs examiners with other
employees of the agency).

In the factual situation here considered, if there ar no other applicable laws or rules of
practice or proceur that prohibit or specifically permit ex pare communications with respect to
the matter comig before the agency, Rule 3.05 imposes strct limits on a lawyer's ex pare
communcations with the decision maker of the agency for the purose of influencing the
decision maker concerng the matter. These limtations apply only to communications directly
or indiectly with the decision maker withn the agency as established by applicable law (such as



an administrative law judge, a hearg officer, the executive in charge of the agency, or a board
or other governng body of the agency, including any individual member of that board or body).
These limitations apply before the filig of the matter if it is reasonably foreseeable that the
decision on the matter wil be made by the agency. However, the liitations do not apply to
communications with the members, employees or representatives of the agency who are not the
decision maker or a member of the decision makg body with respect to the matter provided that
the communcations with such persons are not intended to be indirect ex pare communcations
with the decision maker for the purose of influencing the decision in the matter.

CONCLUSION

In the absence of applicable law that perts ex pare communcations in a paricular
situation, Rule 3.05 of the Texas Disciplinar Rules of Profesiona Conduct imposes stct limits
on ex pare communications with an agency's decision maker prior to the filing of a matter with
an agency that is expected to act concernng the mattr in a dispute reslution, licensing or
adjudicatry capacity, if a purose of the ex pare communication is to infuence the agency's
decision in the matter. However, in these circumstances, Rule 3.05 does not limit ex pare
communcations, either before or afer the filing of the matter, with member, representatives or
employees of the agency who are not the applicable decision maker or a member of the
applicable decision making body uness such communcations are intended to be indiect ex
pare communications with the decision maker for the purse of infuencing the outcome of the

matter.
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THE PROFESSIONAL ETHICS COMMITTEE
FOR THE STATE BAR OF TEXAS

Opinion No. 604

January 2011

QUESTION PRESENTED

Under the Texas Disciplinar Rules of Professional Conduct, maya lawyer communcate
privately with the members of a board of a state agency about their consideration of a regulation
that would require the lawyer's client to apply for and obtain a permit? If the regulation is
adopted, may the lawyer communicate privately with members of the board about the client's
planned permt application? May the lawyer's client communicate privately with members of
the board when the lawyer is prohibited by the Texas Disciplinar Rules of Professional Conduct
from doing so?

STATEMENT OF FACTS

A state agency is considering a regulation that would institute a permittg process for
what was previously an unegulated activity. A lawyer represents a client that is curently
engaged in the activity but may have difficulty qualifyg for a permit under the proposed
regulation. The agency's board wil decide whether and in what form to adopt the regulation. If
the regulation is adopted, the board would also be the body that would decide whether to grat
applications for permits. Any application for such a permit would be acted on as part of a
contested case in which the permit applicant, the agency, and possibly others would be paries.
The parties would normally be represented by counsel, and ultimately the permit application
would be heard and decided by the board.

DISCUSSION

Professional Ethcs Committee Opinion 587 (May 2009) addressed the application of
Rule 3.05 of the Texas Disciplinary Rules of Professional Conduct to admstrative law matters.

The present opinon fuer considers certin issues involved in applying Rule 3.05 to
administrative proceedings. This Opinon constitutes a clarification and amplification of the
conclusions set fort in Opinon 587.

Rule 3.05 ofthe Texas Disciplinary Rules of Professional Conduct provides as follows:

"Maintaining Impartality of Tribunal
A lawyer shall not:

(a) seek to infuence a trbunal concerng a pending matter by means
prohibited by law or applicable rules of practice or procedure;



(b) except as otherwise permitted by law and not prohibited by applicable
rules of practice or procedure, communcate or cause another to communicate ex
pare with a trbunal for the purose of influencing that entity or person
concernng a pending matter other than:

(1) in the course of official proceedings in the cause;
(2) in writing if he promptly delivers a copy of the writing to opposing

counselor the adverse part ifhe is not represented by a lawyer;

(3) orally upon adequate notice to opposing counselor to the adverse par
if he is not represented by a lawyer.

(c) For purposes of this rule:

(1) 'Matter' has the meanings ascribed by it in Rule 1.lO(t) of these Rules;
(2) A matter is 'pending' before a paricular trbunal either when that

entity has been selected to determine the matter or when it is reasonably

foreseeable that that entity wil be so selected."

Rule 3.05 provides that a lawyer shall not seek to infuence a trbunal concerng a
pending matter by means prohibited by law or applicable rules and that, except as permtted by
law and not prohibited by applicable rues, a lawyer may not communcate ex pare with a
trbunal for the purose of inuencing the trbunal concerng a pending matter except in one of

three limited ways specified in Rule 3.05(b) - in offcial proceedings, in writing with copies to

all paries, or orally with adequate notice to all paries.

Rule 3.05(c)(1) defies the term "matter" by reference to Rule 1.10(t). Rule 1.lO(t)
provides that the term "matter" does not include "regulation-makg or rule-making proceedings
or assignents" but that the term includes the following:

"(1) Any adjudicatory proceeding, application, request for a ruling or other
determination, contract, claim, controversy, investigation, charge accusation,

arrest or other similar, paricular transaction involving a specific party or partes;
and

(2) any other action or transaction covered by the confict of interest rules
of the appropriate governent agency."

Rule 3.05(c)(2) specifies that a matter is pending before a trbunal when the trbunal has been
selected to determe the matter or it is reaonably foreseeable that the trbunal wil be so
selected. As discussed in more detail in Opinion 587, the agency decision maker (here, the

members of the state agency's board) is the "tribunal" as that term is defied in the Texas
Disciplinar Rules of Professional Conduct. For puroses of applyig Rule 3.05(b), there is no
generally applicable law in Texas that permts a lawyer to communcate with an agency's
decision maker for the purose of inuencing the outcome of a matter when the matter is
pending before the agency. Tn Vandygrifv. First Savings and Loan Association of Borger, 617

S.W.2d 669 (Tex. 1981), the Texas Supreme Court considered a case in which non-lawyers had
ex parte communcations with an agency's decision maker before the fiing of a matter. In that
case, the cour held that the ex parte communcations were not prohibited by what is now the
Texas Administrative Procedure Act. 617 S.W.2d at 672. That decision, however, did not hold
that such ex parte communcations are affatively permitted by applicable Texas law (compare



Rule 680 of the Texas Rules of Civil Procedure, which in certin circumstances affirmatively
permits ex pare applications for temporary restraing orders).

At the stage at which the state agency is considering the adoption of a regulation that wil
institute a permitting process, the activity of the agency, and of its decision-makg board in
paricular, is a regulation or rule-makig activity, and hence the state agency and its board are

acting in a legislative capacity. Thus, Rule 3.05 does not apply to these activities and does not
prohibit a lawyer from having ex pare communications on behalf of the client with the board or
its individual members regarding the proposed regulation under consideration by the state
agency. This opinion does not address whether such activity in a paricular situation would be
permissible under other legal or regulatory requirements that may apply to the lawyer, the client,
the agency, or other persons involved in the matter.

After the agency has adopted the regulation and the lawyer knows the client plans to seek
a permit under the regulation, Rule 3.05 generally prohibits the lawyer from having private
communcations with the state agency's board or the board's individual members for the purose
of inuencing the board on its decision regarding the client's planed permt application. As
discussed in Opinon 587, Rule 3.05 prohibits such private communications because the board is
the entity that wil be acting as a "trbunal," i.e., acting in a judicial capacity in deciding the
permt application. At ths stage, after the client has decided to apply for a permit, the matter is
"pendig" withi the meanng of Rule 3.05(c)(2). Therefore, the lawyer is not permitted to
communcate privately with members of the board about the client's anticipated permt
application even though the permit application has not yet been filed. Such conduct is prohibited
for essentially the same reasons that a lawyer is not permitted to communcate privately with
members of the Texas Supreme Cour about a planned petition to the Cour before the petition is
actually filed with the Cour. It should be noted that Rule 3.05(b) allows a lawyer to

communcate ex pare with the agency's board in three specific situations:

"(1) in the course of official proceedings in the cause;
(2) in writing if he promptly delivers a copy of the wrting to opposing

counelor the adverse part if he is not represented by a lawyer;

(3) orally upon adequate notice to opposing counselor to the adverse par
if he is not represented by a lawyer."

The Commttee is of the opinon that the fiing of an application for a permit is a "mattet'
for puroses of Rule 3.05 in all cases where the application potentially requires discretionar
action by the agency board acting as a "trbunaL." As set fort in the Termology section of the
Texas Disciplinary Rules of Professional Conduct, the term "trbunal" "denotes any
governental body or official or any other person engaged in a process of resolving a parcular
dispute or controversy." Thus, in cases where the permt sought involves discretionar action by
the agency board, there wil almost always exist the realistic possibility of a dispute or
controversy as to whether or on what terms the permit should be granted. When there is a
realistic possibility of a dispute or controversy, either with the agency staff or with one or more
thd paries, the permt application wil constitute a "matter" and communcations by lawyers

both before and after the actual filing of the application wil be subject to Rule 3.05. Rule 3.05
and the foregoing analysis wil not however apply if the permt-grantig process involves purely



minsterial, as contrasted with discretionar, action by the agency. In cases of purely minsterial
action, the granting of the permit sought is mandated by applicable law or regulation when
certin clearly defined requirements are met. There is in these cases no realistic possibility of a
"dispute or controversy" that would require a discretionar decision by the agency board. In
such cases the permit application wil not involve.a determination by a "trbunal" as defied in

the Texas Disciplinar Rules and hence Rule 3.05 concerng communcations with a "trbunal"
on a "matter" wil not apply.

In most cases where discretionar action by an agency board may be involved, the
question of at what point a "matter" fist becomes "pending" under Rule 3.05(c) wil be a
question of fact that wil have to be determined in each case. In the circumstances here

considered, that determination does not tu on when the "trbunal" is selected or when it

becomes reasonably foreseeable that the trbunal wil be selected because the trbunal (the board
of the state agency) is select~ either by the issuace of the regulation or by the prior passage oJ

other governg legislation or regulation. In these circumstaces, when the matter becomes
pending turns on when the client and the lawyer decide to pursue a permit application. Before
that time, the matter would not be pending. For example, if the client merely asked the lawyer
about the requirements for obtainng a permt, there would not at that tie be a pending matter.

However, once it appears reasonably clear that the client wil seek to file a permit application,
the matter is pending. Before the matter is pending, a lawyer would have no reason to have an
ex pare communication with the board or one of its members to tr to influence the board's
decision on the matter. At that stage, a lawyer might make a general inquir about how
decisions are made and what factors are relevant but any such inquir would be solely for the
purose of gatherig information. If, however, a lawyer's private communcation attempted to
persuade a member of the board regarding how a decision should be made or what factors should
be relevant and the lawyer had a client whose interests were aligned with the lawyer's comments,
such a conversation would evidence the fact that there was a pending matter and that the lawyer
was attempting, ex pare, to influence the board's decision, in violation of Rule 3.05.

By contrast, as noted in Opinion 587, the lawyer may contact employees of and attorneys
for the agency, other than members of the board, before and after the permit application is filed
for a variety of reasons relating to the permit application. Those contacts may be used to discuss
the requirements of the application, its processing, means for complyig with regulatory
requirements, determinig the agency's position with respect to the requested permit, obtaing
inormation or evidence from the agency, and dealing with any thd paries that may join in the
matter. As in any contested matter, it is permssible to communicate with another part in a
matter (as contrasted with the decision maker) to attempt to influence the pary's position on
issues in dispute. So long as such communcations are not in fact indirect communications that
seek to influence the decision-makig board and that would hence be violations of Rule 3.05 if
the communications were directly with the board, Rule 3.05 does not prohibit the
communications. For ex~nnple, there would be no violation of Rule 3.05 if, in an attempt to
come to an agreement on an application, the lawyer discussed with staff and lawyers of the
agency, either before or after the application was filed, permt restrctions that could be jointly
proposed to the agency's board by the applicant and the agency's staff. On the other hand, there
would be a violation of Rule 3.05 if the applicant's lawyer met with a staff member or lawyer of
the agency, before or after the permt application was filed, and asked the staff member or lawyer



to convey privately to a member of the agency's board that the grnting of the requested permit
was very important to the lawyer and the lawyer's client.

The requirements of Rule 3.05 as discussed in this opinion and in Opinion 587 would
apply to lawyers representing any part that ultimately paricipates in the permit-application
case, including lawyers representing the agency itself. Again, it is important to note that this
opinon considers only the requirements of Rule 3.05 and does not consider the impact of any
other law or regulation that in the paricular circumstaces may apply to a lawyer, the lawyer's
client, an agency lawyer, or any other person involved in a matter.

The last issue to address is whether the lawyer's client may have ex pare
communcations with members of the board before fiing the permit application when the lawyer
is not allowed to do so. Rule 3.05 governs only the conduct of lawyers and does not apply to a
non-lawyer client. Rule 3.05 thus places no restrctions on the actions of such a client. Concern
have been expressed about the fact that Rule 3.05 as so interpreted gives rise to different
stadards for the conduct of lawyers and for the conduct of lawyers' clients. In fact, that is
exactly what the Rules normally do. The Texas Disciplinar Rules of Professional Conduct

reguate the conduct of lawyers but not their clients. Lawyers are prohibited by the Rules from
doing many thgs that are permssible in the case of non-lawyers.

Of coure, lawyers may not use the fact that the Texas Disciplinary Rules do not apply to
non-lawyers as a basis for claiming that lawyers are permitted to cause their clients to
accomplish indirectly what lawyers are prohibited from doing directly. Rule 3.05's prohibition
against ex pare communcations with a decision maker for the purose of trg to inuence the

decision maker regarding a matter also prohibits the lawyer from causing another to

communicate privately with a decision maker in order to influence that decision maker. Rule
3.05(b) and Rule 8.04(a)(1).

CONCLUSION

Rule 3.05 of the Texas Disciplinar Rules of Professional Conduct does not apply to ex

pare communcations between a lawyer and members of a state agency's board (the agency's
decision maker) when the board is considerig whether to act in a legislative capacity to adopt a
regulation. After a regulation has been adopted, Rule 3.05 prohibits, with limited specified
exceptions, a lawyer from communcating privately with members of the board of the state
agency for the purpose of inuencing the board's decision on a permit application that the
lawyer and the client are plang to file. Rule 3.05 and Rule 8.04(a)(l) also prohibit the lawyer

from causing another, including the client, to communcate privately with members of the board
of the state agency for the purpose of influencing the board in its decision regarding a planned
permit application. The Texas Disciplinary Rules of Professional Conduct apply only to Texas
lawyers and, therefore, do not govern the conduct of non-lawyer clients actig independently of
their lawyers. This opinon clarfies and amplifies the conclusions of Professional Ethcs

Commttee Opinion 587 (May 2009).
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thereby waived any claim of liability from im-
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ministrative Procedure Act (AP A) to assess costs
among parties admitted to contested case.
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The record in a contested case includes:
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to make findings of fact and conclusions of law in a contested case may not
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~
Court of Civil Appeals of Texas, Austin.

FIRST SAVINGS & LOAN ASSOCIA nON OF
BORGER, Appellant,

v.

L. Alvis V ANDYGRIFF, Savings & Loan Com-
missioner of Texas et aI., Appellees.

No. 1321S.

Sept. 24, 1980.

Rehearing Denied Oct. iS, 1980.

From judgment of the 98th Judicial District
Court, Travis County, Pete Lowry, P. J., sustaining
savings and loan commissioner's order granting

charter for savings and loan association, another

savings and loan association appealed. The Court of
Civil Appeals, Shannon, J., held that: (I) applicants'
conduct, which took place after commissioner

denied first application for a charter and before ap-
plicants refiled application and which consisted of
visiting with commissioner and giving him
"different view" of economic conditions of the
area, constituted a violation of statute providing in
effect that members or employees of agency as-
signed to render decision in contested case could

not communicate with any party except on notice
and opportunity for all parties to participate, and (2)
the impropriety was not cured by fact that the ex
parte communication was disclosed at the adminis-
trative hearing.

Reversed and rendered.

West Headnotes

I i I Administrative Law and Procedure 15A ~
490

J 5A Administrative Law and Procedure
ISAIV Powers and Proceedings of Administrat-

ive Agencies, Officers and Agents
i SAIV(D) Hearings and Adjudications

i 5Ak489 Decision

Page i

J SAk490 k. Conformity to Pleadings,
Evidence and Findings. Most Cited Cases

Administrative order must be grounded on
evidence taken at hearing and on facts offcially no-
ticed by hearings offcer in record of the hearing;

ex parte communications may not be a basis for
such an order. Vernon's Ann.Civ.St. arts. 8S2a, §
11.2(S)(b), 62S2-13a, § 17.

121 Building and Loan Associations 66 ~3.1(2)

66 Building and Loan Associations
66k3. I Charter, Certificate, License, or Other

Authority
66k3.1(2) k. Proceedings. Most Cited Cases

(Formerly 66k3.2)

Applicants' conduct, which took place after
savings and loan commissioner denied application
for charter for savings and loan association and be-
fore applicants refiled application and which con-
sisted of visiting with commissioner and giving him
"different view" of the economic conditions in the
area, constituted violation of statute providing that
members or employees of agency assigned to
render decision in contested case could not commu-
nicate with any party except on notice and oppor-
tunity for all parties to participate, in light of fact

that, though there was no formal contested case
pending when applicants met with commissioner,
the two proceedings were, in effect, one ongoing
application. Vernon's Ann.Civ.St. art. 62S213a, §
J 7.

131 Administrative Law and Procedure 15A ~
750

l5 A Administrative Law and Procedure
1SAV Judicial Review of Administrative De-

cisions
ISAV(D) Scope of Review in General

ISAk750 k. Burden of Showing Error.
Most Cited Cases

Party complaining in regard to an alleged viol-
ation of statute, which provides in effect that mem-
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bers or employees of an agency assigned to render
decision in contested case may not communicate
with any party except on notice and opportunity for
all parties to participate, does not have burden of
demonstrating harm by showing extent to which the
offcial was persuaded by the secret information,
but, rather, it is to be presumed that the separate
meeting has resulted in finding precipitating the ad-
ministrative order even though the order may recite
the opposite. Vernon's Ann.Civ.St. art. 6252--13a, *
17.

(4) Building and Loan Associations 66 ~3.1(2)

(i Building and Loan Associations

66k3.1 Charter, Certificate, License, or Other
Authority

66k3. 1(2) k. Proceedings. Most Cited Cases

(Formerly 66k3.2)

Impropriety consisting of fact that certain ap-
plicants, who sought charter for savings and loan
association, visited with savings and loan commis-
sioner and gave him information in regard to eco-
nomic conditions of area in question was not cured
by fact that such ex parte communication between
applicants and commissioner was disclosed at the
administrative hearing. Vernon's Ann.Civ.St. art.
6252--133, * 17.

*740 Dudley D. McCalla, Heath, Davis & McCalla,
Austin, for appellant.

*741 Mark White, Atty. Gen., Yolanda Martin,
Asst. Atty. Gen., Larry Temple, Austin, for ap-
pellees.

SHANNON, Justice.
The opinion of this Court handed down on Au-

gust 6, i 980, is withdrawn, and the following opin-
ion replaces it.

First Savings and Loan Association of Borger,
Texas, has appealed from the judgment of the dis-
trict court of Travis County sustaining the order of
the Savings and Loan Commissioner of Texas

granting a charter for Citizens Security Savings and

Page 2

Loan Association to be located in Borger. Appel-
lant is First Savings and Loan Association, and ap-
pellees are the proposed association and L. Alvis
Vandygriff, Savings and Loan Commissioner of
Texas.

Appellant attacks the judgment by eight points
of error. The crucial issue on appeal is stated in
point of error two: the district court erred in failing
to hold that the course of ex parte actions and con-
duct pursued by the organizers of the proposed as-
sociation invalidated the Commissioner's order.

The Administrative Procedure and Texas Re-
gister Act, Tex.Rcv.Civ.Stat.Ann. art. 6252-13a s
17 ( 1970), provides:

"Unless required for the disposition of ex parte
matters authorized by law, members or employ-
ees of an agency assigned to render a decision or
to make findings of fact and conclusions of law
in a contested case may not communicate, dir-
ectly or indirectly, in connection with any issue
of fact or law with any agency, person, party, or
their representatives, except on notice and oppor-
tunity for all parties to participate. An agency
member may communicate ex parte with other
members of the agency, and pursuant to the au-
thority provided in Subsection (q) of Section 14,
members or employees of an agency assigned to
render a decision or to make findings of fact and
conclusions of law in a contested case may com-
municate ex parte with employees of the agency
who have not participated in any hearing in the
case for the purpose of utilizing the special skills
or knowledge of the agency and its staff in evalu-
ating the evidence."

The organizers of the proposed association
fied a charter application in 1978. The Commis-
sioner heard the application in June and entered an
order denying the application in August, i 978. The
Commissioner overruled the applicant's motion for
rehearing on August 17, 1978.

During the first week in September, 1978, and

~ 2012 Thomson Reuters. No Claim to Orig. US Gov. Works.
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during the absence of counsel, five of the disap-
pointed organizers came to Austin and visited with
the Commissioner, giving him a "different view" of
economic conditions of the Borger area than that
reflected in the order denying the application.
Those persons told the Commissioner that the eco-
nomy of Borger was better at that time than it had
been in thirty years. They suggested that two new
shopping centers were going to be located in Bor-
ger and that such location would create a "real spurt
in the economy." The organizers further told the
agency head about the expansion of the Phillips
Petroleum Company in the Borger area. No one
representing appellant was advised of or was
present at this parley with the Commissioner.

After their conference with the Commissioner,
and in October, 1978, the organizers elected to re-
file the application with the Commissioner. In this
connection, the charter applicants left the capital
funds from the first application on deposit and used
the stock subscription forms from the prior applica-
tion. On cross-examination, Harold Orman, one of
the organizing directors of the proposed association
agreed that he viewed the entire proceeding "as just
one ongoing application." In March, 1979, the
Commissioner entered his order approving the
charter application.

The Commissioner's order recited the fact that
the organizers had met with him in September,

1978:

"(The) record forthrightly reflects that some of
the charter applicants met with the Commissioner
in September, I 978. That was a time when a pre-
vious application (which was turned down) had
become*742 final and prior to the filing of the
present application. These applicants had nothing
pending before the Commissioner at that time.
The Commissioner would note the existence of
that meeting only in order to say that his decision
in this case was based only upon the record as
complied by all of the parties at the January 3 I
and February I, 1979, hearing."

Page 3

Appellees state that at the time of the discus-
sion between the organizers and the Commissioner,
the organizers had no application pending before

the Commissioner. Accordingly, appellees argue
that the ex parte communication could not and did
not relate to a contested case or any matter pending
before the Commissioner and, as such, was not pro-
hibited by s 17.

r i J An administrative order must be grounded
upon evidence taken at the hearing and upon facts
officially noticed by the hearings offcer in the re-
cord of such hearing. Gerst v. Nixon, 41 I S.W.2d
350 (Tex. 1966 ); Tex.Rev.CIv.St.Ann. art. 852a s

11. 12(5)(b) (1964). Recognition of this fundament-
al rule necessarily means that ex parte communica-
tions may not be a basis for such order.

(2) Section 17 codified the preexisting rule in
Texas that condemned ex parte communications by
parties with offcials charged with the duty of de-
ciding contested issues. Lewis v. Guaranty Federal

Savings and Loan Association, 483 S.W.2d 837
(Tex.Civ.App. i 972, writ retd n. l. c.). The stat-

utory prohibition against ex parte communications
is, of course, consistent with the rules governing
administrative hearings in this State, and, in addi-
tion, is recognition that such communications dis-
credit the administrative process and undermine
public confidence in government.

It is true, as urged by appellees, that at the time
of the meeting the organizers had no formal con-
tested case pending before the Commission. Never-
theless, it is also true that shortly after the parley
with the Commissioner, the same organizers once
again filed with the Commissioner their application
for a charter for an association with the same name
for the same location, Borger, Texas. The organ-
izers placed in no new capital funds because the
capital funds from the first application were stil
placed on account to the credit of the proposed as-
sociation. The applicants also used the stock sub-
scription forms from the prior application in the
second application. This Court agrees with the or-
ganizers that, indeed, the first and second proceed-

(Q 2012 Thomson Reuters. No Claim to Orig. US Gov. Works.
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ings before the Commissioner were, in effect, "just
one ongoing application," and concludes that the
applicants acted contrary to the command of s 17.

On motion for rehearing, appellees insist that
the holding of this Court places an unreasonable

and unnecessary restraint upon communication

between agencies and the public. To the contrary,
the holding does not hinder proper communications
between agencies and the public. Pursuant to s 17,
the holding does inhibit communications of the

character presented by the facts of this appeaL.

131 It is not the burden of the complaining party
to demonstrate harm by showing the extent, if any,
to which the offcial was persuaded by the secret
information. Instead, it is presumed that the separ-
ate meeting resulted in findings that precipitated the
administrative order, Lewis v. Guaranty Federal
Savings and Loan Association, supra, even though
the administrative order may recite the oppos-

ite. One reason that the complaining party should

not have the burden to show harm, is that it could
be discharged only with great diffculty in view of
the rule that the party may not probe the thought
processes of the administrative officer. United

States v. Morgan, 313 U.S. 409, 61 8.Ct. 999, 85
L.Ed. 1429 (1940); City of Frisco v. Texas Water
Rights Commission. 579 S.W.2d 66
(Tex.Civ.Ap.1979, writ reCd n. r. e.).

141 Appellees contend, finally, that any impro-
priety resulting from the ex parte communication
was cured by the disclosure at the administrative
hearing. Contrary to that argument, disclosure of

the ex parte consultation does not somehow purge
the *743 parties' misconduct. Moreover, the oppos-
ing party is placed at a disadvantage in that an op-
portunity to controvert ex parte evidence afforded

weeks or months after its communication to the de-
cision maker is far less effective than timely cross-
examination following the admission of evidence.

The judgment of the district court is reversed,
and the judgment that the district court should have
entered is here rendered that the order of the Com-
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missioner be set aside and held for naught.

Reversed and Rendered on Motion for Rehear-
ing.

PHILLIPS, C. J., not sitting.

Tex.Civ.App., 1980.

First Sav. & Loan Ass'n of Borger v. Vandygriff
605 S.W.2d 740

END OF DOCUMENT
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compliance. This situation can arise in criminal cases, for example, where the court orders
disclosure of the identity of an informant to the defendant and the government decides that it
would prefer to allow the case to be dismissed rather than to make that disclosure. A lawyer
should consult with a client about the likely consequences of any such act of disobedience
should the client appear to be inclined to pursue that course; but the final decision in that
regard rests with the client.

Rule 3.05 Maintaining Impartiality of Tribunal

A lawyer shall not:

(a) seek to influence a tribunal concerning a pending matter by means prohibited by law or
applicable rules of practice or procedure;

(b) except as otherwise permitted by law and not prohibited by applicable rules of practice or
procedure, communicate or cause another to communicate ex parte with a tribunal for the
purpose of influencing that entity or person concerning a pending matter other than:

(1) in the course of official proceedings in the cause;

(2) in writing if he promptly delivers a copy of the writing to opposing counselor the
adverse party if he is not represented by a lawyer;

(3) orally upon adequate notice to opposing counsel or to the adverse party if he is not
represented by a lawyer.

(c) For purposes of this rule:

(1) Matter has the meanings ascribed by it in Rule 1.0(f) of these Rules;

(2) A matter is pending before a particular tribunal either when that entity has been
selected to determine the matter or when it is reasonably foreseeable that that entity wil
be so selected.

Comment:

Undue Influence

1. Many forms of improper influence upon tribunals are proscribed by criminal law or by
applicable rules of practice or procedure. Others are specified in the Texas Code of Judicial
Conduct. A lawyer is required to be familiar with, and to avoid contributing to a violation of,
all such provisions. See also Rule 3.06.
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2. In recent years, however, there has been an increase in alternative methods of dispute
resolution, such as arbitration, for which the standards governing a lawyer's conduct are not as
well developed. In such situations, as in more traditional settings, a lawyer should avoid any
conduct that is or could reasonably be construed as being intended to corrupt or to unfairly
influence the decision-maker.

Ex Parte Contacts

3. Historically, ex parte contacts between a lawyer and a tribunal have been subjected to
stringent control because of the potential for abuse such contacts present. For example, Canon
3A(4) of the Texas Code of Judicial Conduct prohibits many ex parte contacts with judicial
offcials. A lawyer in turn violates Rule 8.04(a)(6) by communicating with such an offcial in a
manner that causes that official to violate Canon 3A(4). This rule maintains that traditional
posture towards ex parte communications and extends it to the new settings discussed in
paragraph 2 of this Comment.

4. There are certain tyes of adjudicatory proceedings, however, which have permitted pending
issues to be discussed ex parte with a tribunaL. Certain classes of zoning questions, for example,
are frequently handled in that way. As long as such contacts are not prohibited by law or

applicable rules of practice or procedure, and as long as paragraph (a) of this Rule is adhered to,
such ex parte contacts wil not serve as a basis for discipline.

5. For limita tions on the circumstances and the manner in which lawyers may communicate or
cause another to communicate with veniremen or jurors, see Rule 3.06.

Rule 3.06 Maintaining Integrity of Jury System

(a) A lawyer shall not:

(1) conduct or cause another, by financial support or otherwise, to conduct a
vexatious or harassing investigation of a venireman or juror; or

(2) seek to influence a venireman or juror concerning the merits of a pending matter by
means prohibited by law or applicable rules of practice or procedure.

(b) Prior to discharge of the jury from further consideration of a matter, a lawyer connected
therewith shall not communicate with or cause another to communicate with anyone he knows
to be a member of the venire from which the jury wil be selected or any juror or alternate
juror, except in the course of official proceedings.

(c) During the trial of a case, a lawyer not connected therewith shall not communicate with or
cause another to communicate with a juror or alternate juror concerning the matter.
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relationship test is defended by asserting that to require a showing that confidences of the first
client were in fact used for the benefit of the subsequent client as a condition to procedural
disqualification would cause disclosure of the confidences that the court seeks to protect. A
lawyer is not subject to discipline under Rule l.05(b)(l), (3), or (4), however, unless the protected
information is actually used. Likewise, a lawyer is not subject to discipline under this Rule
unless the new representation by the lawyer in reasonable probability would result in a violation
of those provisions.

9. Whether the substantial relationship test wil continue to be employed as a standard for
procedural disqualification is a matter beyond the scope of these Rules. See Preamble: Scope.
The possibility that such a disqualification might be sought by the fonner client or granted by a
court, however, is a matter that could be of substantial importance to the present client in
deciding whether or not to retain or continue to employ a particular lawyer or law firm as its
counseL. Consequently, a laVvyer should disclose those possibilities, as well as their potential
consequences for the representation, to the present client as soon as the lawyer becomes aware
of them; and the client then should be allowed to decide whether or not to obtain new counseL.

See Rules 1.03(b) and 1.06(b).

10. This Rule is primarily for the protection of clients and its protections can be waived by
them. A waiver is effective only if there is consent after disclosure of the relevant circumstances,
including the lawyer's past or intended role on behalf of each client, as appropriate. See
Comments 7 and 8 to Rule 1.06.

Rule 1.10 Successive Government and Private Employment

(a) Except as law may otherwise expressly permit, a lawyer shall not represent a private
client in connection with a matter in which the lawyer participated personally and substantially
as a public officer or employee, unless the appropriate government agency consents after
consulta tion.

(b) No lawyer in a firm with which a lawyer subject to paragraph (a) is associated may knowingly
undertake or continue representation in such a matter unless:

(0 The lawyer subject to paragraph (a) is screened from any participation in the matter
and is apportioned no part of the fee therefrom; and

(2) written notice is given with reasonable promptness to the appropriate government
agency.

(c) Except as law may otherwise expressly permit, a lawyer having information that the lawyer
knows or should know is confidential government information about a person or other legal
entity acquired when the lawyer was a public officer or employee may not represent a private
client whose interests are adverse to that person or legal entity.
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(d) After learning that a lawyer in the firm is subject to paragraph (c) with respect to a particular
matter, a firm may undertake or continue representation in that matter only if that disqualified
lawyer is screened from any participation in the matter and is apportioned no part of the fee
therefrom.

(e) Except as law may otherwise expressly permit, a lawyer serving as a public officer or employee
shall not:

(1) Participate in a matter involving a private client when the lawyer had represented
that client in the same matter while in private practice or nongovernmental

employment, unless under applicable law no one is, or by lawful delegation may be,
authorized to act in the lawyer's stead in the matter; or

(2) Negotiate for private employment with any person who is involved as a party or as
attorney for a party in a matter in which the lawyer is participating personally and

substantially.

(f As used in this rule, the term matter does not include regulation-making or rule-making
proceedings or assignments, but includes:

(1) Any adjudicatory proceeding, application, request for a ruling or other

determination, contract, claim, controversy, investigation, charge accusation, arrest or
other similar, particular transaction involving a specific party or parties; and

(2) any other action or transaction covered by the conflict of interest rules of the
appropriate government agency.

(g) As used in this rule, the term confidential government information means information
which has been obtained under governmental authority and which, at the time this rule is
applied, the government is prohibited by law from disclosing to the public or has a legal
privilege not to disclose, and which is not otherwise available to the public.

(h) As used in this Rule, Private Client includes not only a private party but also a governmental
agency if the lawyer is not a public officer or employee of that agency.

(i A lawyer who serves as a public officer or employee of one body politic after having served as
a public officer of another body politic shall comply with paragraphs (a) and (c) as if the second
body politic were a private client and with paragraph (e) as if the first body politic were a private
client.

Comment:

1. This Rule prevents a lawyer from exploiting public offce for the advantage of a private client.
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16. Moreover, these rules are not intended to govern or affect judicial application of either the
attorney-client or work product privilege. The fact that in exceptional situations the lawyer
under the Rules has a limited discretion to disclose a client confidence does not vitiate the
proposition that, as a general matter, the client has a reasonable expectation that information
relating to the client wil not be voluntarily disclosed and that disclosure of such information
may be judicially compelled only in accordance with recognized exceptions to the attorney-elient
and work product privileges.

Terminology

"Adjudicatory Official" denotes a person who serves on a TribunaL.

"Adjudicatory Proceeding" denotes the consideration of a matter by a TribunaL.

"Belief' or "Believes" denotes that the person involved actually supposed the fact in question to
be true. A person's belief may be inferred from circumstances.

"Competent" or "Competence" denotes possession or the ability to timely acquire the legal
knowledge, skil, and training reasonably necessary for the representation of the client.

"Consult" or "Consultation" denotes communication of information and advice reasonably
sufficient to permit the client to appreciate the significance of the matter in question.

"Firm" or "Law firm" denotes a lawyer or lawyers in a private firm; or a lawyer or lawyers
employed in the legal department of a corporation, legal services organization, or other
organization, or in a unit of government.

"Fitness" denotes those qualities of physical, mental and psychological health that enable a
person to discharge a lawyer's responsibilities to clients in conformity with the Texas
Disciplinary Rules of Professional Conduct. Normally a lack of fitness is indicated most clearly
by a persistent inability to discharge, or unreliability in carrying out, significant obligations.

"Fraud" or "Fraudulent" denotes conduct having a purpose to deceive and not merely negligent
misrepresentation or failure to apprise another of relevant information.

"Knowingly," "Known," or "Knows" denotes actual knowledge of the fact in question. A
person's knowledge may be inferred from circumstances.

"Law firm" : see Firm.

"Partner" denotes an individual or corporate member of a partnership or a shareholder in a law
firm organized as a professional corporation.

"Person" includes a legal entity as well as an individuaL.
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"Reasonable" or "Reasonably" when used in relation to conduct by a lawyer denotes the
conduct of a reasonably prudent and competent lawyer.

"Reasonable belief' or "Reasonably believes" when used in reference to a lawyer denotes that
the lawyer believes the matter in question and that the circumstances are such that the belief is
reasonable.

"Should know" when used in reference to a lawyer denotes that a reasonable lawyer under the
same or similar circumstances would know the matter in question.

"Substantial" when used in reference to degree or extent denotes a matter of meaningful
significance or involvement.

"Tribunal" denotes any governmental body or official or any other person engaged in a process
of resolving a particular dispute or controversy. Tribunal includes such institutions as courts
and administrative agencies when engaging in adjudicatory or licensing activities as defined by
applicable law or rules of practice or procedure, as well as judges, magistrates, special masters,

referees, arbitrators, mediators, hearing officers and comparable persons empowered to resolve
or to recommend a resolution of a particular matter; but it does not include jurors, prospective
jurors, legislative bodies or their committees, members or staffs, nor does it include other
governmental bodies when acting in a legislative or rule-making capacity.

i. CLIENT.LAWYR RELATIONSHIP

Rule 1.01 Competent and Dilgent Representation

(a) A lawyer shall not accept or continue employment in a legal matter which the lawyer knows
or should know is beyond the lawyer's competence, unless:

(1) another lawyer who is competent to handle the matter is, with the prior informed
consent of the client, associated in the matter; or

(2) the advice or assistance of the lawyer is reasonably required in an emergency and the
lawyer limits the advice and assistance to that which is reasonably necessary in the
circumstances.

(b) In representing a client, a lawyer shall not:

(1) neglect a legal matter entrusted to the lawyer; or

(2) frequently fail to carry out completely tlie obligations that the lawyer owes to a client
or clients.
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PROCEDURE FOR REQUESTING OPINIONS FROMTHE
PROFESSIONAL ETHICS COMMITTEE

FOR THE STATE BAR OF TEXAS

1. A written request for a formal opinion wil be acted upon only if it includes the following

information:

a) A scenario of background facts in the hypothetical;
b) The question(s) presented;

c) A discussion of applicable authority;

d) A statement that the guestion(s) presented is/are not in litigation.

The brief need not be exhaustive, but should focus on specific disciplinary rules that may be
involved, and any case law or prior opinions that apply.

2. The request should be submitted to Professional Ethics Committee, Attention: Michelle

Jordan, Attorney Liaison, Office ofthe Chief Disciplinary Counsel, State Bar of Texas, P.O.
Box 12487, Austin, Texas 78711, for forwarding to the PEe. The Chief Disciplinar
Counsel's Office handles the administrative duties of the PEC, and wil assign the request
randomly to a Committee member.

3. The brief requirement may be waived if it is clear that there is no relevant authority on point
or if the request is instigated by a State Bar officer or committee. Useful research sources
are:

a) The most recent current comprehensive index of all the ethics opinions to date are
published by The Texas Center for Legal Ethics and Professionalism. The opinions
should be obtainable at any law library. Also, copies are on the Internet at
WWW.TXETHICS.ORG;

b) Texas Lawyers Professional Ethics, a publication of the Texas Young Lawyer's
Association;

c) Baylor Law Review, VoL. 18, NO.2 (Spring 1966) and VoL. 25, NO.5 (Winter 1972);

d) The Texas Attorney General's Office also issues written opinions as requested.

..-:~ 4. The PEC may dismiss a pending opinion request at any time upon finding that the question( s)
presented is in litigation, that the request concerns interpretation of legislation, that the
request concerns interpretation of the unauthorized practice of law, or if the request is
covered by a prior PEC opinion.

5. The PEC wil not issue an opinion on a particular lawyer advertising, but wil consider a
general type of lawyer advertising.

The Professional Ethics Committee for the State Bar of Texas is the only entity authorized to
issue written ethics opinions in Texas. However, the Chief Disciplinary Counsel's Offce maintains
an ethics helpline for members of the State Bar, at (800) 532-3947, for informal verbal ethics
opinions.
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